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CHAPTER I 
THE STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
It is the purpose of this study to construct a scale 
I 
I to evaluate the qualit~ of creative writing. 
I 
The scale will 
I 
I 
judge the following qualities held to be important by 
contemporary authors: originality, vocabulary, organization 
and elaborative thinking. · The seale is designed to serve 
. .,· 
II 
I 
teachers and research workers alike. Teachers will find it 
useful for evaluating individuals' progress in composition, 
I evaluating their own approaches and motivating techniques, 
and diagnosing a child's weakness and strengths. The 
1
1 
researcher will find it a practical tool for comparing 
)\· control and ex):3erimental groups in creative writing research 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I· 
I 
or judging the results of various educational approaches. 
-1-
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
One· of the haunting problems of teaching composition is 
that evaluation of the finished products is so difficult. 
Teachers and researchers alike feel a need for some effective 
means of measuring ability and growth in creative writing. y 
Jordan says, "The need of more precision in evaluating 
English compositions has been felt for a long time." 
Many teachers in the upper elementary grades and junior 
high must give marks in composition. All too frequently the 
student's performance is judged for matters of form and 
properly placed punctuation marks. y 
Gerber states: 
"(Communicat:ion) :involves the matters of unity 
of purpose, of content, of organ:ization, of language, 
and of oral or written delivery. But what happens? 
Is the student performance graded for all these 
matters? Not in the least. When he writes, he is 
reminded only that he misspelled four words, had 
one comma fault, and spl:it two infinitives •• 
In short, communication in practice is reduced in 
meaning to the mechanics of writing • • • • n 
The conscientious teacher tries to evaluate compositions 
1/ A. M. Jordan, Measurement in Education, McGraw-Hill Book 
~ Company, Inc., New York, 1953, p. 164. 
£/John C. Gerber, "Test:ing and Evaluation in the Skills of 
Communication,n College Engl:ish (April, 1948), ~:377. 
-2-I l~L_ I . 
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i 
I 
by considering more than misspelled words and misplaced 
commas. She is best with difficulties when she approaches 
l/ 
this task. Experts such as Dierderich tell her this, 
"It is probably true that the average mark in composition 
• might as well be assigned by drawing numbers out of a hat. tt 
II 
1! 
I 
I 
She receives more gloomy predictions such as the following y 
from Lambert: 
"There are, indeed, weaknesses to be found 
in the grading and marking of many teachers. 
Some of the most common ones are as follows: 
1. Students are given a false standard of 
progress which often inhibits progress. 
2. An artificial motivation is set up outside 
the course area ••.. 5. The grading is not 
done objectively ••.. 7. There is little 
consistency in grading, and there may even be 
variations from day to day •..• 11. Sometimes 
congeniality or prejudice may enter into the 
grade. n 
Knowing that her grades do much to encourage ·or discourage 
her pupils, that her professional honesty demands that she 
y 
try to be consistent and fair in grading, Lambert gives her 
more discou~aging words: nTests have proven that grades are 
an arbitrary matter and that they definitely vary from 
teacher to teacher. . . • Nowhere is this more likely to 
Y Paul B. Diederich, ttThe Measurement of Skill in Writing, 11 
School Review (December, 1946), 54:584. 
Y Mary Alice Lambert, The Marking and Grading of English 
Compositions, Bulletin, 1946, Number 8, Illinois English 
Bulletin, Illinois Association of Teachers of English, 
Urbana, Illinois, p. 2. 
_y Ibid., p. 4. 
~-
II 
I 
II happen than in the grading of compositions. n And she is now 
I ready to state With Lambert,ltThe problem of grading papers 
,, 
1 objectively is perhaps the greatest difficulty that the 
I 
II 
II 
II 
., 
\, 
lj 
teacher of composition must overcome.n 
Some progressive school systems do not require their 
elementary school teachers to give formal marks, so the 
grading problem does not sharply confront them. However., any 
teacher who teaches her children to write creatively wants 
to be able to see results. She needs to compare the 
compositions she gets from tryigg 
II_ methods. She wants to be able to 
I 
I different instructional !' 
. I 
see and recognize progress. l 
·I I' I' And she wants very much to help a 
J and weaknesses lie. 
child see where his strength 
II 
II'! 
!I 
Ji 
!I 
The researcher faces similar problems. If he wants to 
study the effective methods of motivating creative writing, 
compare classes, or otherwise use creative writing, he must y 
have a tool for evaluation. Lyman believes tt. • • if 
,, 
\j comparisons in composition achievement are to be made between 
I! pupils, class groups., schools, or school systems., some common 
'l 1
1
.
11 
standard of measurement is indispensable. tt 
A scale for use in judging creative writing looms then 
~ as a necessity. The needs for such a scale are succinctly 
I 
1 I7 Mary Alice Lambert, op. cit • ., p. 6. 
i! 5I R. I. Lyman, Summary of Investigation Relating to Grammar, 
I 
Language and Composition, 1929, School Review and Elementary 
I School Journal Monograph, Number 26. The University of 
!I Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, p. 134. 
I 
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~~ stated by Lyman;!?' ~~~· uThese needs are the elimination of the 
injustice of widely varying estimates of pupils' I written compositions with the development of 
1 something better than unaided subjective judgment 
I
I for determining ability groups; for comparing the 
composition attainments of pupils, schools, and 
I school systems; and for appraising different 
1 instructional materials and methods." 
Attempts at devising a seale for measuring creative 
v 
writing dot the history of educational measurement. Pooley 
I offers the following historical data: 
il "In point of time one of the earlier forms 
I of research in English instruction was the effort 
j1 to make -somewhat objective the evaluatil;lP, of 
l
i( composition. The decade from 1911 to 1921 
witnessed considerable interest in the creation 
1! and validation ot>--scales 'to measure objectively 
1
1 
the art of composition. n 
I y I Hudelson was an early pioneer. He devised a scale to serve 
r the following, ends: 
! "This scale is but a means toward ends. The 
i most important of those ends are (1) to test 
'
!:
1 
.. ·1 impartially the various methods of teachin~ 
composition by.measuring their results; (2) to 
measure those results in accurate. objective. 
11
11 "( ) , stable and understandable terms; 3 to furnish 
i' a common basis for comparing the writing 
: proficiency of different pupils within the same 11.~1 class or school or that of pupils in different classes or schools; (4) to classify pupils 
, fairly in composition; (5) to grade them justly 
1 within their group; (6) to enable teachers to 
II Y R. I. Lyman, op. cit., p. 158. 
!l y Robert c. Pooley, "contributions of Research to the ii Teaching of English, u English Journal (April, 1948) .. 37:170. 
'I 
1: 3/ Earl Hudelson, Hudelson-1:-s Typical Composition Ability il S'cale. Teacher's Handbook •. Public School Publishing Company, il Bloomington, Illinois, 1923, p. 1 •. 
I! 
ii 
I( 
II 
I 
II 
' 
I 
I 
I~ II 
jl 
I 
j 
II 
I 
I. 
II 
Jl 
discover their reliability in judgin~ the general 
merit of English composition; and {7J to furnish 
pupils an incentive to self-eompetition.n 
.. y' 
Hillegas was another scale-builder. His scale was 
composed of samples of compositions varying by knwwn 
units from very poor to very .·good. To use the scale one 
slid a child's composition along until its general merit 
equaled that of a sample on the scale. 
Other scales were devised by Trabue, Lewis, Thorndike, 
Van Wagenen, Willing, Breed and Frostic and Ballou. These 
scales embraced some glaring fallacies, but they did y 
establish these principles stated by Pooley. 
'tl. That composition, while subjective in 
character, can be evaluated by group judgement 
into ranks or levels reasonably objective, to 
serve in ~he training of teachers and in the 
checking of the work of pupils at particular 
school levels •••• 
:;.:. '1,2. That unguided individual judgement in 
theme evaluation is liable to wide variation, 
calling, therefo~e, for frequent instruction 
and practice. · 
3. That the evaluation of compositions is 
much more than the correction of errors. In fact, 
to me the principal value of the research in 
composition scales was to direct attention to the 
content values of writing. 11 
~ 
Lyman defends the scales by the following statements: 
nThe instruments are certainly far from 
I/ A. M. Jordan, op. cit., p. 165. 
Y Robert C. Pooley, op. cit., p. 171. 
J/ R. I. Lyman, op. cit., p. 157. 
perfect. However, the fact is that every 
conscientious and capable reader of themes uses 
an informal scale. Com~elled to grade themes, 
he employs, perhaps unconsciously, a standard for 
a C theme embodying certain degrees of' excellence 
in substance, organization, and mechanics of' 
expression and in freshness, vitality, and 
attractiveness of' presentation. A theme somewhat 
better in these respects is to him worthy of' a mark 
of' B; a theme somewhat inferior in these elements 
is a D theme. In short, a theme-reader is 
compelled to appraise products in rough quantitative 
terms. Scales endeavor to make such informal 
quantitative standards somewhat more specific, to 
enable teachers to compare their criteria of 
excellence. Gross differences in merit which 
everyone can recognize are broken up into 
constituent elements, with the expectation that a 
more uni~orm and reliable set of standards may I be available for use in appraising compositions. 
11 At any rate, ••• scales, scientifically · 
1
1, questionable perhaps, actually assist teachers in 
.,
1 
making more reliable appraisals of the work of 
their pupils • n _ 
I y il Hwang found that the composition scale can serve a useful 
1: function. He states that: nThe use of an objective scale 
jl ' 
' in rating English compositions helps to reduce the errors I 
II 
II 
If 
iJ 
,, 
II 
11 
II 
! 
of rating as shown by the use of the Hudelson scale in this 
study. n 
fill. 
For research work the scales have a definite need to 
:Y Van Wagenen asserts: 
nin education, as in the physical sciences, 
we are no longer content with the statement that 
])' Fu Hwan~, Errors and Improvement in Rating English 
Compositions by Means of a Composition Scale. Contributions 
to Education, No. 417. Teachers• College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1934, p. 26. · 
iJ Y Marvin J. Van Wagenen, 11 The Accuracy with which English 
'1 Themes· May Be Graded with the Use of English Composition li Scales, u School and Society (April, 1920), 11:450. 
It 
i 
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II 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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II 
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.: 
a method or a means works success£ully or better 
than some other method or means. We require to know just how well it does work, and that requirement 
can be met in the £ield o£ English composition only 
by de£inite and objective measurements. 11 
There£ore, although the scales have £laws, they do 
. 1/ 
1 serve teachers and research workers. Lyman de£ends them 
thus! nimper£ect as the scales £or measuring compositions 
are, they have undoubtedly rendered great service in calling 
the attention of teachers and of schools to the necessity of 
appraising accomplishments in written composition by something 
better than guesswork.n 
The composition scales £ailed seriously in the following 
qualities: they failed to te~t originality; they used the 
nebulous term 'general merit' instead of being analytical 
about the qualities that make creative writing good; almost 
all o£ them tested form; none could be useful diagnostic 
tools. 
Some of the scale-makers decided that they would have 
each child to be tested write on the same thing. Several 
read storie-s to the· pupils who were then instructed to write y . 
the story. Hwang £ound that: t'other things being equal, 
the themes written on similar topics are easier to rate 
than the themes written on di£ferent topics. 11 This meant 
that one o£ the most important qualities o£ creative wriming, 
1/ R. I. Lyman, op. cit., p. 134. 
I Y Fu Hwang, op. cit. , p. 25. 
' II 
II 
il 
8 
l! 
il 
!I 
II 
,, 
]! that of originality, was ignored. 
,, 
What was evaluated was a 
II I 
I 
child 1 s ability to reproduce what he had heard, not his 
11 
ability to write creatively. Lyman proposes: uThey 
(composition scales) omit from consideration the most vital 
i• q 
t, 
il 
l/9 
I· 
.I 
l 
I 
II 
i' 
. . ~ 
and essential qualities of expression. 11 Lyman states j1 
'I 
!I 
I 
II 
)I 
II 
further, "In general, measurements in the field of compositionj 
quite in line with the customary practices in teaching, have I 
exalted mechanical and rhetorical elements and have neglected I 
originality, freshness, and inventiveness.n 
'I 
Authors criticize the scales also for failing to be y 
analytical in judgment. Lyman reports: 
ncomposition scales attempt to measure very 
complex products; vigorous critics have questioned 
the measurability of 1general quality,' and several 
!1 studies, notably those made by Dolch and Leonard, 
1 have indicated that little or no correlation of 
I 
excellence exists between the content, the 
1 organization, and the mechanics of a composition. 
1 These characteristics should be measured separately. n 
I y .. I As Lyman says,Dolch and colleagues tested the validity of 
ll ,, 
!I 
II I 
I 
I• 
i 
I 
I 
II 
I I, 
I' 
I 
' 
the scale-makers' assumption that 1general merit' exists: 
nThey tested by translating the items on 
the Hillegas scale into statements of progressive 
excellence in systematic thinking, in maturity 
of sentence structure, and in freedom from errors." 
\ 
y R. I. Lyman, _o...._p_._c_i t_., p. 157. 
y Ibid., p. 197. 
J/ Ibid., p. 195. 
il !bid., p. 154 f. 
I 
II 
jl 
I 
ll 
il 
II ,. 
·I ~ l 
l ~
II 
II 
I Then they arranged ninety-five themes in order or rank on 
the Thorndike extension of the Hillegas scale and found the 
extent of each of the above categories. They tested, in 
other words, the reliability of the assumption that a theme 
good in one respect is good in the other two: 
ttThe results ••• indicated that few themes 
had the same score on any two qualities and that 
the variation in many cases was large, the scores 
for individual qualities being sometimes- higher, 
sometimes lower, than the ranking of the theme as 
a whole on the scale itself. Emphasis on different 
qualities by different users of the scale would 
have resulted in marked disagreement in the 
scores assigned. Moreover, excellence in one 
quality of composition was by no m~~s indicative 
of excellence in other qualities."l/ y . 
Lambert found that variations in marking" ••• are 
greatly reduced when the graders use an analytic method 
which considers the mechanical, literary, and logical aspects 
II separately and allots marks for these elements separately." 
ll LymanJ/points to another glaring defect in the make-up 
II of composition scales: 
nEspecially are the inventive elements of 
expression neglected or, at best, inadequately 
considered in all scales and investigations. Even 
if the importance of teaching pupils to be correct 
in the formal elements of expression is granted, it 
is at least questionable whether instruction and 
investigation in this phase of language training 
have not been seriously overstressed and the inventive, 
.y R. I. Lyman, loc. cit. 
Y Mary Alice Lambert, op. cit., p. 4r. 
! I
Jl R. I. Lyman, op. cit., p. 196. 
ll 
II 
I 
constructive aspects or expression correspondingly 
neglected. Twenty-rive years ago Colvin pioneered 
in attempting to discover whether the inventive 
abilities or pupils can be improved through 
composition. With the possible exception or the 
studies made by Hudelson concerning composition 
topics, this si§niricant line of inquiry has 
been neglected. · 
Too many teachers let good rorm and correct mech~nics 
represent goodness in creative writing, and judge the 
compositions without these qualities to be poor. 
I exist:::e:::P::::::: ::::e:h:: ::: :::::::n:::wf:: :::gnostic 
11 purposes. Smith reels that, nThe teacher, raced with the 
I 
problem of getting at speciric dirriculties, complains 
rrequently that the composition scale is too general to 
rerret out the detailed problems demanding remedial treat-
ment.tt y 
Gilbride reports the same complaint, tt The chier 
criticism or composition scales is their railure as a 
To provide remedial work specific I· diagnostic measure. 
qualities must be measured and analyzed." 
Even the pupils sufrer rrom this failing when they do 
II not know what weaknesses they should strive to overcome, 
II 
'I I! 
I, 
II 
I 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
I! d 
or what strengths to develop. 
y Dora v. Smith, trDiagnosis of Di:f':f'iculties in English," 
National Society :ror the Study of Education, Educational 
Diagnosis, Tbirty-fourth Yearbook, 1935, Chicago, Illinois,. 
p. 246. 
y Dorothy Gilbride, Construction and Evaluation of a Test 
to Measure Ability o:r Seventh Grade Pupils to Organize·Para-
graphs, Unpublished Ma~ter's Thesis, Boston University, 1936, 
p. 18~-----
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
Coo~purports the following: 
"Perhaps their (composition scales) most 
serious limitation is the over-all character of 
the rating. Pupils may find that their compositions 
rate high or low without knowing why they rate 
high or low. It is difficult to understand how 
such ratings can clarify goals~ direct learning 
or influence instruction in desirable ways.n 
Obviously the existing scales do not meet the needs of 
today 1 s teaching of creative writing •. Modern research states 
v 
clearly that the biggest takks lie ahead. Ferris found that: 
none of the common threads present in most of 
the published and unpublished studies and reports 
dealing with creative writing in the elementary 
schools is the need for evaluation of the writing. 
Most writers stress that subjective evaluation of 
the writings of children does not adequately 
evaluate the compositions.u y 
Hildreth presents the problem as one that needs research and 
solution. 11 The validation of the newer trends in teachlhg 
I 
I written expression awaits more extensive research in a 
number of areas.u Some of the problems to be studied are the 
y Walter W. Cook, "Evaluation in the Language-Arts Program,n 
I National Society for the Study of Education, Teaching 
I 
Language in the Elementary School, Forty-third Yearbook, 
Part II, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1944, 
I
ll p. 207. 
£1 Mary M. Ferris, and others, The Construction and 
!1 Evaluation of Four Series of Lessons to Stimulate the Flow of 
I
, Ideas in the Creative Writing of Fourth, Fifth and Sixth 
l 
Grade Pupils, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1953, p. 54. 
Y Gertrude H. Hildreth, Interrelationships between Written 
1
11 Expression and the Other Language Arts, Research Bulletin, 
1
1
1 
1954, National Conference on Research in English, National 
Council of Teachers of English, Champaign, Illinois, p. 9. 
'! I, 
I! 
I 
I 
; 
~~ following: 
uMethods for the appraisal of written English 
throughout the grades. The validity and reliability 
of existing techniques for appraising outcomes in 
1
- written expression. The construction of new methods 
for evaluating outcomes in written work.uy 
.,1 :Y . -
I Smith reiterates, "For qualities of effective style and of 
originality and imaginative concept there are no measures 
I 
:v 
at the moment.n She further declares: 
..:.;.. .:. .-
none cannot fail to be impressed, ·upon 
surveying the field of diagnosis of pupil 
difficulties in English with the many problems 
awaiting research. 
Instruments for analyzing power in 
composition are yet to be devised. What, for 
example, do we mean by 1forceful style' by 
1 concrete diction 1 by •wealth of ideas,' and how 
can they be measured? What are the components 
of 'ability to organi.ze_ .ideas, 1 and how can 
proficiency in it be tested? · 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • Scales or other instruments are awaited for 
the evaluation of results in certain functional 
centers of expression, such as the making of 
announcements, conversation, and creative writing.n 
Therefore, an attempt shall be made to meet the . 
.foregoing needs. A scale has been devised for this purpose .• 
It shall attempt, as the others before it, to objectify 
evaluation of creative writing. It shall attempt, as those 
preceding it failed to do, to judge the following important 
11 1/ Gertrude H. Hildreth, op. cit., p. 10. 
II Y Dora V. Smith, op. cit., p. 248. 
II :JJ Ibid. J pp. 265-266. 
13 
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II II 
I' o· 
' I 
qualities of creative writing: originality, vocabulary, 
The scale will ignore II organization and elaborative writing. 
I form, or mechanics, not because its creators do not consider 
these things important in their place, but because they are 
qualities which have received more than their share of 
teachers' and researchers' attention. The scale will 
measure the important qualities analytically so that the r 
scale will have diagnostic value. 
It is to be recognized and frankly stated that the 
scale is an experiment, and that it is not help up as a 
final answer. Improving evaluation of written language is 
a vast area with ample room for further experimentation. y 
Hatchett and Hughes feel that: "The breadth of the 
1 functional-creative approach to language learning requires 
extensive experimentation with evaluation techniques." 
' The scale which is the outgrowth of this study is presented 
as a step which may be faltering, but one which is worth 
1. taking. 
II q 
I• r 
I 
I 
I 
l j 
I. 
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1. Definitions of Creativity 
Authorities in the field of language arts do not, to 
the fullest extent, all agree as to what is the imperial 
requisite of creative writing. In defining creative 
writing the various authors emphasize different facets of 
1J Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, Teaching Language 
Arts in Elementary School, Ronald Press Company, New York, 
1956, p. 360. 
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creativity but they all agree that creative writing is 
11 
essential in the school curriculum: 
nLanguage as an expression of individual 
~eelings or aspirations has grea~ significance 
in these times. The schools, therefore, give 
ample opportunityfor creative writing, which 
becomes for many an outlet for feelings, an 
organization of personal experience, an 
instrument of self-discovery and ~elf-deve~ment." 
In referring to writing activities, Dawson states: 
ttAnyone who knows children and schools and life realizes that 
both creative and practical writing are necessary parts of 
I 
the balanced curriculum ••• • ,tt and she reaffirms this i 
li ;po:J.mli when she says:Y "In a well-rounded program of written 11
1 !,'
1
. activities, creative writing has a place of prime importance." 
1 
In defining creative writing the authors differ as to 
II what is the element of importance. The definitions all have 
certain qualities in common, but variance between them is 
produced by the amount of stress on one or more factors in I 
·I one e~planation as opposed to their minimization in another 
I, 
lj explanation. 
II 
This difference in emphasis is ably brought 
'I II 
lj 
II II 
)l 
l/ Commission on the English Curriculum of the National 
Council of Teachers of English, Language Arts for Today 1 s 
Children, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, 1954, p. 
Y Mildred A. Dawson, '''Guiding Writing Activities in The 
Elementary School,n Elementary English Review (February, 
1946), 23:80. . 
II I ~ Ibid., p. 81. ,, 
II I, 
il 
JL_ ll_._ 
I! 
II il !! 
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forth by the statements of Dawson: 
ttTo some extent, authorities disagree as to 
what constitutes creative language. -some insist 
I that the ideas expressed must be unique, that the phrasing of them must be completely original, and 
I that presumably there is nothing utilitarian in , the purpose of the person expressing these ideas. 
I Creativity, in their opinion, resides in the \ ability to think up view points or conceptions H that have not been expressed before, or to phrase 
,,, an old idea in an entirely fresh manner. 
II II Other· authorities are less insistent on 
II uniqueness; they maintain that whatever a person: 
1
:1 says in his own individual way, even for utilitarian II purposes, is creative.'' 
!I jl 
il d I' 
i 
I 
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It might clarify the foregoing and the subsequent 
. y 
statements if the following is kept in mind: 
nMost effective creation takes place not in 
a vacuum but through life's most significant 
experiences •••• Horace, follower of Aristotle, 
'If you wish me to weep, ¥ou yourself must first 
feel grief. 1 (Ars Poetica) •••• The best 
writing is that which roots in the soil of earth, 
thEHlg!J,:-l the foliage may brush the clouds.'' 
~ A similar sentiment is expressed by Anderson in the 
following: 
"Purpose of poet is to communicate the feeling-
tones, the quality, of an experience •••• To move' 
us he must permit us to see; what we cannot visualize 
we cannot feel. Beauty, evil, love as abstractions 
have no power over our emotions; give them local 
lj 
II y Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in the Gradesl World 
1 Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1951, p. 245. 
I 
I 5I C. E. Burklund, nThe Presentation of Figurative Language,n 
J Quarterly Journal of Speech (December, 1955), 41:385-386. . 
I 3/ Donald G. Anderson, nwri ters Are Made, n Elementary English I TJanuary, 1951), 28: 25. . . 
,I 
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habitation and a name, and they do •... we feel 
in particular; we think in abstractions. We live 
in thel?ecific; we reason 1n the general.n 
·Mearns begins his evaluation of good writing by 
establishing the basic criterion that the feeling of the 
writer did become the feeling of the reader: "What we really 
look for is instinctive insight, something never imitative y 
and never wholly from without.n Later on the same author 
says n ••. inner spirit speaks its true and individual 
II 
The expre~sion of personal feelings after contact with y 
experiences is stressed by McKee when he says creative · 
writing: 
" ••. always includes ideas which represent 
the writer's reaction to the situation or 
experience about which he writes. When the child 
writes creatively he expresses, in one way or 
another, his feelings about or his intellectual 
reactions to some experience he has had, to . 
something he has seen, heard, or otherwise come 
in cbntact with.n 
. !I 
Hatfield also bases his definition of creati&e writing 
on personal experience: 
1J Hughes Mearns, Creative Youth, Doubleday, Doran and 
Company, Inc., New York, l96o, p. 26. 
ij Ibid., p. 29. 
]/ Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School (Revised 
Edition), Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1939, p. 209. 
±! S. Wilber Hatfield (Chairman), An Experience Curriculum in 
English, Report of the Curriculum Commission of the 1\la't~ona--r 
Council of Teachers of Engli~'h,D. Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
Inc., New York, 1935, p. 110. 
17 
"Creative expression is the translation of 
· experience into words. It ocuurs when a persod 
recognizes the dignity of·his own experience, and 
when he imposes upon his experience the discipline 
of· expression in an effort to share it with others. 
Creative expression is differentiated from other 
forms of composition by the absence of an external 
or utilitarian motive, by the fact that it is done 
primarily for its own sake, and proceeds from 
experience which is recognized as possessing 
intrinsic rather than tpractical' value.u 
11 Continuing along the same requisite of creative writing he 
proposes: 
tt 
• • 
ttwe may exclude from the field of creative 
expression any writing or speaking in which no 
detail of the individual's first-hand experience 
is present. Expression becomes increasingly 
creative as the emphasis is placed upon the 
interpretation of the writer's own experience.n 
:Y In Sister M. Evarista's consideration, creative writing 
• is nothing more nor less than the writer's effort to 
communicate his spiritual, intellectual, and emotimnal 
experiences efficiently and effectively." 
In their discourse on children's writing Hatchett and 
Hughes remind the reader that the purpose of story writing 
is to develop those powers in the children that are original 
and individualistic. One of the needs of children is that 
they set forth in written form their sense impressions and 
their ideas • .r 
1/ W. Wilbur Hatfield, op. cit., p. 110. 
EJ Sister M. Evarista, "Nurturing The Creative Bug, 11 
Catholic School Journal (September, 1951), 51:244. 
J/ Ethel Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, op. cit., pp. 279-280. 
1R 
11 Burrows and her associates ably bring out that when 
children write about their reactions to their experiences 
"· •• there is always at least a touch of the unique and the 
unusual.n 
The idea that creative writing is the children's 
translation of their experiences and feelings into words is y 
the thought of Lee and Lee: 11 The essential element is that 
the child is saying something he feels the need and urge 
to say~ something that is the result of his own experience~ 
his own thinking and feeling." J/ . 
Redford expresses quite strongly his sentiments as to 
this same aspect of creativeness: 
nEverything, even our concepts and ideas~ 
appear first in a world apprehended by our~senses. 
Therefore if we are to tell someone else something 
it must be reduced to the sensory basis out of 
which it came. Good writing, regardless of what 
else characterizes it, is a selected record of 
what has been seen, heard, touched, tasted, 
smelled.u 
The foregoing definitions emphasize the translation of 
reality through the experience of each writer. Another 
approach to the meaning of creative writing is from the 
standpoint of expressing ideas. The first qualification of 
]]' Alvina T. Burrows and others~ They All Want To Write, 
Prentice-Hall~ Inc., New York~ 1952, p. 116. 
g/ J. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee~ The Child and His 
Curriculum (Second Edition), Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
New York, 1950. 
J/ Grant H. Redford, uOf Teachers, Students and Creative 
Writing," English Journal. (December, 1953), 42:491. 
19 
creativeness in writing, according to SmitiJI' n. • • deals 
with ideas and words for their expression.u 
E./ 
In considering creative writing Baker reiterates this 
belief when she proposes n ••• the primary factor in 
creative expression is the possession of an. idea or a point 
of view worth recording.n y 
Burrows sets forth that the more children write 
creatively, " .•• the more they must bestir their minds 
for new ideas.n This quality of invention is of primary 
importance in creativity. y 
A similar thought is expressed by Dawson who relates 
TT 
. it seems possible to be creative when reproducing 
ideas to express a personal point of view or an individual 
interpretation of these ideas.n 
2/ Further on in the same discussion Dawson presents 
the opinion that creativity in written language does not 
mean necessarily that the product of the writer needs to 
be" ••• fanciful or unusual; but it must reflect the 
y Mabel C. Smith, 11 Does Correcting Errors Discourage 
Creativeness?" Elementary English Review (January" 1943),2ID:7. 
5I Zelma W. Baker, The Language Arts, The Child and The 
Teacher. Fearon Publishers, San Francisco, 1955, p. 84. 
Jl Alvina T. Burrows and others, op. cit., p. 115. 
4/ Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in The Grades, 
lrorld Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1951 
p. 246. 
2/ Ibid., p. 261. 
inner self and express the storyteller's own ideas." y 
Applegate defines creative ideas as: 
n ••• those we believe in so strongly that 
they pound on the inner door to be released. It 
does not matter whether a teacher assigned the 
writing or we assign it to ourselves; if we feel 
it, we can be taught to write it •••• Creative 
writing, then, is writing that pushes itself out 
of a bed of ideas.n y 
In the words of Tidyman and Butterfield: ttThe essence 
of creative writing is to express worthy ideas beautifully 
in verse or prose." 
Although the personal reaction of a writer to experience 
and his subsequent expression of ideas from his experiencing 
are certainly involved in creative writing, there is an 
important element that many definitions emphasize as the 
core of creativity. This factor is the quality of originality 
in writing. Strickland states n ••• creative writing is 
free writing, with the emphasis on originality of content 
and style. A creative product is the child's own and is 
satisfactory when he is satisfied with it.n 
1/ Mauree Applegate, Hel~ing Children Write, Row, Peterson 
and Company, Chicago, 19 8, p. 1. 
2/ Willard F •. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching 
t:he Langua§e Arts, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 
1951, p. 1 g. 
~ Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary 
School, D. c. Heath Company, Boston, 1951, p. 278. 
Tidyman and Butterfield!fsupport their main point that 
creative writing is th~ expression of ideas with the inclusiDn 
of originality as n ••• as important factor; that is, the 
child must express his own mental or emotional reactions, not 
simply report the thoughts and feelings of others." 
Relative to the place of importance that originality has 
' y 
in creativeness in writing, Dawson eJ:plains: ttoriginality 
characterizes expression. Sometimes ideas may be truly 
unique; they may be phrased in a completely original way.n 
J/ . 
This authority feels that creativity is the essence of 
stories that have nintriguing original qualities." 
Among the authorities there is much agreement that 
originality will be present if the child is writing 
creatively. Such an opinion is ably brought forth by the y 
statement of Lee and Lee: ncreative writing is essentially 
original, the child 1 s own. He must not consciously imitate 
either in thought or style •••• n 
21 It is the feeling of McKee that there is creativity 
when the.child produces n ••• origbal ideas, or feelings 
l/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
p. 189. 
5I Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language Arts in the Grades, 
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, p. 246. 
~Ibid., p. 260. 
i/ J. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, op. cit., p. 626. 
21 Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 292. 
cloaked in individual and original expression.n 
11 
Hatchett and Hughes express this sentiment concerning 
the relationship between creativity and originality: urn 
all·creative activities there is something that is original, 
unique and significant to the'child.n 
2. Originality 
Research reveals many differences in the definitions 
of creative writing but authorities agree that originality 
is am important factor. The writer is free to express his 
inner thoughts and personal feelings and they are expressed 
in his own way. Thus creative writing is essentially 
. y 
original. It is the opinion of Strickland that: "Originality 
of expression is a desired quality of nearly all language 
work and some authors and teachers regard originality as the 
v quality that identifies creativeness.n Anderson states 
·definitely that: 
ncreativeness and originality are often taken 
to be.synonymous, and there is probably some justification for the identification. ·certainly a 
creative artist is not one who apes otherst works 
and words. The stamp of his own personality must 
be on his productions. He must be original in that 
his writing must proceed from the fertile ground of 
his own experiences. Since his expressions are not 
like those of anyone else on earth he cannot help 
being original.n 
1/ Ethel Hatchett and Donald·H. Hughes, op. cit., p. 276. 
g/ Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit., p. 278. 
V Donald G. Anderson, op. cit., p. 26. 
According to Tidyman and Butterfield,~ ••• originality 
of expression is a desired quality of nearly all language 
work and some authors and teachers regard originality as 
the quality that identifies creativeness.u y 
Strickland believes that: 
ttNo clear distinction can be made between 
what is creative and what is purely practical. 
• • • A personal letter to a friend or the report 
of an experience can be creative writing, in one 
sense. The distinction that is needed lies 
between the writiBg in which emphasis is placed 
on learning how to do things and practicing to 
gain skill and the writing in which the emphasis 
is on expression of one's own imaginative and 
original thinking for the pleasure that can be 
derived from such an experience." 
That originality is the distinctive quality which 
identifies all creative writing is emphasized again by 
3 
~cKee in the following statement: 
''The distinctive quality of creative 
writing as defined in this volume is originality. 
This means original expression o~ the child's 
thoughts or feelings regarding something about 
which he wishes to write. One must not ask for 
the conventional or traditional expressions, 
but rather for creativeness in the sense that 
the child states his ideas in hi~ own way. Only 
through such writing can self-expression be real 
and sincere, and it is chiefly the quality of 
noriginal inventivenessn that makes the writing 
superior. n 
1/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
p. 189. 
y Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit., p. 286. 
~Paul McKee, op. cit., pp. 296-297. 
y 
Lee says that: 'tin one sense, all writing that is not 
dictated or copied is creative. It is original, a new 
combination of words for the child.n Originality is the 
basic standard by which creative writing may be judged. y 
McKee claims that: 
nThe program in creative writing cannot get 
very far without the construction and use of 
standards which are understood and used by the 
teacher and children. As indicated frequently 
in this discussion the basic standard is 
original inventiveness •••. Further, it (the 
writing) should include at least one original 
idea concerning the toRic discussed or a solution 
of the problem raised. 1 
That there can be originality in various types of 
. y 
writing is assumed by Schofield in the following definition 
of creative writing: 
nBy creative writing for children the 
writer means any written work in which the child 
says what he wants to say in his own particular 
way of saying it. A book review, a report in 
social studies, a poem, an imaginary story or an 
experience story is creative if the writer's 
own particular way of expressing himself pervades 
it. tt 
This originality of expression is also r~ferred 7,0 y 
by Dawson who calls attention to the fact that: nThe 
y J·. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, op. cit. , p. 624. 
£1 Paul McK~e, op. cit., pp. 296-297. 
Y Ruth E. Schofield, nsome Thoughts on Creative Writing,n 
Elementary English, (December, 1953), 30:509. 
i/ Mildred Dawson, op. cit~, p. 246. 
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1 expression must come from withinJ the words come as a result 
1 of the writer's own personal thinking and feelings ••• What 
he is saying is honestly and genuinely his own and possibly 
unforseen reaction." 
,I 
11 The ;mportance of originality is also stressed by 
II . y I Van Allen who says: 
' nThe expression of personal reactions con-
I 
I 
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stitutes the quality of originality, because no one 
other than the writer can produce it. It is his own 
contribution. It cannot be forced from without by 
topic assignments or adherence to form, but must 
come from within. The writer must have more than 
words. He must have the idea, the formation of the 
image ..... y 
This quality of originality is described by Baker who 
explains that: 
11 Some people have a refreshing individual 
quality in their speaking and writing which 
characterizes it as their own. These people have 
developed the ability to think for themselves, to 
analyze their thoughts and to express their ideas, 
attitudes and experiences in a manner that gives 
satisfaction to them and.stimulates a ~eaction in 
others. We say they exp~ess themselves creatively. 
The very young child expresses himself creatively; 
his thoughts are his own and h~ expresses them 
uniquely.u . 
Authorities are not in complete agreement concerning 
the concept of originality, which they agree is an important 
factor in all creative writing. Is this quality found in 
originality of ideas, originality of expression, or must 
1/ R. Van Allen, ttWhat is Creative Writing?" 
English (March, 1948), 25:174-176. 
y Zelma Baker.t op. cit., p. 80. 
Elementary 
both be included? It is the belief of Conra 1 that: 
ttcreative writing is productive, rather than 
reproductive. The student writer ought not to 
reproduce knowledge, or ideas, or atmosphere from 
anything he has recently read. When he draws upon 
his reading at all, it will be upon impressions 
from forgotten sources that have so built themselves 
into his experiences that he can accept them as his 
own. Creative writing is original, not imitative.u 
v 
Hatfield feels strongly tnat in creative writing, 
emphasis should be placed upon actual first-hand experience. 
According to him: 
ttThe temptation to live vicariously is a 
strong impulse, often overpowering in its appeal 
to youth. It is easier for the imagination to 
accept the ready-made reactions of others, described 
in books, than it is for the senses and the 
imaginaj;ion to respond to original stimuli. Too 
often pupils deceive themselves and their teachers 
by merely echoing or imitating pieces ••• which 
they have heard praised, without having any 
genuine content in their own mind.n 
Since a completely new idea is rare indeed, in the 
writing of children, some authorities believe that 
originality may be found in the form of expression which is 
:v is the writer•s own. Tidyman and Butterfield· are in 
comp~ete agreement, saying that: 
•rvery few thoughts are original in that 
they are expressed for the first time; originality 
consists to some extent in the selection, 
appropriation, and adaptation of the thoughts and 
1/ Lawrence H. Conrad, Teaching Creative Writing, D. Appleton 
Century Company, New York, 1937, p. 18. 
5I W. Wilbur Hatfield, op. cit., p. 110. 
J/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
p. 189. 
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feelings of others. Sincerity, conviction, and 
personal acceptance are thus involved." 
describing this type of originality which may be found y· 
expression, Anderson explains that: 
trThe originality which we may expect from a 
writer is newness which is derived from the 
rearrangement of old or familiar materials. 
Probably no one can think of something really 
novel. As one philosopher once put it, even if 
a person did deliberately attempt to create in 
his mind an animal, for example, which was really 
new, made of materials which no one had ever seen 
or imagiBed before, he would find it impossible. 
He would necessarily resort to rear~angement of 
old materials: that is, he would imagine the 
head of a horse on the body of a man with the 
tail of a dog. The resulting chimera would 
certainly be new from one point of view, but so 
far as materials go, it is merely a new ordering 
of familiar materials. Rearrangements of 
materials then, may acceptably constitute originality." 
Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is an important factor in creative writing. y 
Strickland states that: 
"Words and meanings comprise much of the 
stuff of which life is made. The higher the 
level of civilization the more important they 
become. If children are to live richly and to 
lay hold on their intellectual inheritance they 
need vast resources in words and meanings to 
draw upon.n 
Many authorities make a distinction between the role 
which vocabulary plays in creative writing and that which 
17 Donald G. Anderson, op. cit., p. 26. 
y Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit., p. 199. 
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word choice i.s particularly important for creative 
expression,-: He says: 
nA creative writer is a specialist in words_, 
but with a diffe~ence. He studies vocabulary with 
the peculiar devotion of the violinist practicing 
scales and thirds and fifths. Yet, when he 
writes, his attention focuses, notoon the words 
as such, but on the object of his report. This 
attitude toward vocabulary is on a fundamentally 
different level from that involved in the skillful 
teaching of the dictionary, thesaurus, word lists, 
derivations and so on. For a creative writer, the 
1 right 1 word takes on multiple shades of meaning 
involved in connotati.ons, associations, sound, 
symbolisms, appropriateness to context and so on; 
and it does this more sensitively than it does 
:ror any other writer.u 
.y 
Tidyman and Butterfield feel that command of 
vocabulary is more important for the creative writer than 
for the informative writer. They claim that: 
uimportant as vocabulary. is in the information• 
giving activities, it plays an even greater 
role in the cr·eative activities, where value 
lies in the beauty of expression as well as in 
the exact statement of ideas and fee1ings.n 
Referring to the important ability of being able to 
~ 
create with language, Hatchett and Hughes point out that: 
nimportant as vocabulary development is, it is almost 
useless apart from the creative use of words.n 
l 
I 
l' 
1 1/ Wilson R. Thornley, ttThe Case for creative Writing_, n I English Journal (December, 1955), 44:529. 
i 5I Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., I p. 211. 
'1 ~ Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, op. cit., p. 9. 1\ !, q 
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In his discussion of the judgment of prose composition 
y' . 
Milligan affirms: ttrn my judgment interested writing and 
speaking result more from word choice and arrangement than 
from any type or length of sentence used." 
~~ Authorities agree upon the tremendous importance of 
1 rich vocabulary in creative writing. Opinions of individual 
writers differ as to the areas of vocabulary upon which 
emphasis should be laid. 
I' 
I li 
,I 
Preciseness of word choice.-- A creative writer must be 
able to choose.the right or the exact word. 
:Y According to Burrows: uA word is good only if it 
tells exactly what the author had in mind.n 
As the creative writing program develops, children 
will begin to recognize the need for the exact word. 
'jJ ' . 
Witty, in evaluating a specific program in creative 
writing~ notes: uAs work proceeded~ there developed a 
marked concern on the part of the boys and girls that the 
right word be employed.u 
1/ John P. Milligan, n'rhe Hudgment of Pupil Composition,n 
Elementary English Review (March, 1940)~ 17:104. 
5I Alvina T. Burrows and others~ op. cit., p. 116. 
Y Paul A. Witty, ttopportunity to Write Freely," Elementary 
English Review (May~ 1942), 19:174. 
11 Sister Mary Vera and Sister Mary Marguerite claim 
that preliminary planning in the organization of ideas will 
increase ability to choose definite words. They say: n ••• 
organization likewise develops the power of discrimination 
in the choice and use of specific words for specific y 
occasions.tt In the same vein, Treanor tells the teacher of 
composition n ••• drill upon specific words." 
In stressing the need for precise and exact wording, y 
Hatchett and Hughes agree that children need assistance in 
writing. It is their opinion that: ttchildren should be 
helped to find words that describe exactly what they mean y 
as they create in prose and verse. 11 Whittaker affirms that: 
tt the multitude (children) must be taught how to use • • • 
facts, specifie detail, illustrations • • • to make writing 
21 
come alive.n Applegate says: 11 Develop the habit of using §_/. 
specific words," while Burrows states that use of "direct 
1/ Sister Mary Vera and Sister Mary Marguerite, English for 
Children, Scott, Foresman and Company, New York, 1937, p. 174. 
y John H. Treanor, nEnglish Composition·in the Elementary 
School,tt Education (January, 1947),· 67:~~2. 
Y Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, op. cit., p. 134. 
Y Charlotte c. Whittaker, ttThe Shared, Contemporary 
I 
Experience as a Basis for Freshman Compositions,n English 
Journal (January, 1946), 35:22. 
I' 
I 
I 
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21 Mauree Applegate, op. cit., p. 135. 
§/Alvina T. Burrows, nChildren 1 s Writine; and Children's 
Growth,n Elementary English (April, 1951), 28:207. 
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conversation, action and well chosen detail (will) give 1' 
vividness and immediacy to a story.n· Tidyman and Butter.field 
I
I also want to: rrEliminate vague and inde.finite descriptions. n I 
To do this they see a need .for substituting de.finite words 
I y il for nebulous impressions. Mirrielees ·warns: 11 Remember, it 
!: is the concrete picture that makes the abstract picture of 
!I interest.n 
The importance of specific wording over generalized 
'J/ 
' statements is recognized by Macrorie who concludes: 
!I 
11 A student can be taught at least to write 
and speak so that words do not get in the way of 
his thoughts. He can be taught to be not vague 
and general, but specific, making himself clear, 
as good speakers and writers do, by giving 
·examples and telling stories. He can be taught 
to listen closely to the speech of everyday life 
until he hears its fluency and clearness and 
appropriateness. He can be helped to write at 
least as straight-forwardly as he talks to his 
best friend. 11 y 
McKee feels that after children have recognized the 
)I 
,I need for exact word choice that preciseness of wording will 
·I i 
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n ••• emphasis upon clearness and exactness 
of meaning in speaking and writing about familiar 
experiences will awaken the pupil's concern about 
presenting his meaning adequately in whatever 
speaking or writing he may undertake.n 
l7 Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
p. 283. 
Y Lucia B. Mirrielees, Teading Composition and Literature, 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1950, p. 153. 
3~ Ken M~crorie, "Words in the Way," English Journal 
TSeptember, 1951), 40:385. 
i/ Paul McKee, op. cit., pp. 43-44. 
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II Synonyms.-- Use of synonyms is important in creative 
writing because synonyms give shades of meaning. 
11 
McKee explains how over-worked words dull speaking 
and writing: II 
IIJ "Many people go through life with a rather 
meager stock of words to be used in speaking and 
I writing. The result is that their talking and 
1 writing are usually colorless, occasionally 
I boresome_, and frequently not clear. The persistent 
I repetition of a few words_, the loose use of over-done connectives and transitional words_, and I in general a lack of enough words tt in which to 
i cloak meanings brings this about. 
/ Repetition prevents the fresh quality which is 
l y . I 
II 
I 
I 
!! 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
characteristic o.f good writing. DeMay concludes: 
"The reason we who write lack style is 
because we do not use variety in our modes of 
expression. We employ the same words. over and 
over until the e.ffect is monotonous.u 
Rich experience is a requisite .for a wealthy vocabulary. 
~ According to Strickland: nPeople who overuse a few dull 
words are probably people whose .first-hand experience and 
vicarious book experience is sadly limited." y 
Tidyman and Butterfield recognize that lack of 
J synonyms weakens expression. 
I 
They state that: 
II 
I 
! 
ttLanguage development is characterized by 
l/ Paul McKee_, op. cit._, p. 302. 
Y Amy J. DeMay, "'Said,' the Lazy Writer's 
Elementary English (February_, 1953), 30:96. 
~Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit., p. 219. 
Word, n 
I' 
I 
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I~~~ II.'" 
I• 
I Y Willard F. Tidyman arid Marguerite Butter.field_, op. cit._, 
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j 'I 
growth in range, variety, and selectivity in the 
use of words. Common faults are vagueness and 
the overuse of certain words - tired words." 
In their discussion of creative writing, many 
authorities see the need for eliminating commonplace 
11 
vocabulary. Mearns deplores the use of n ••• expected, 
imitative, .ordinary vocabulary." The Commission on the y 
1
1 English Curriculum affirms: Stereotyped expressions and 
j, also rigid classification can be avoided. Hatchett and 
I '2 . Hughes say that n ••• stock or formal expressionsn should 
not be employed. 
There is a definite need for extensive use of synonyms 
in creative writing. Teachers of creative expression will y 
agree with Sister Mary Vera and Sister Marguerite that: 
"If the same word has been repeated several 
times in a story, the desirability of a knowledge 
of synonyms will be recognized not only b¥ the 
pupil himself but also by his classmates. 1 
Creative writing will improve as a result of teaching 
21 in this area of vocabulary. Mirrielees feels that: nwork 
on synonyms not only fixes meanings and shades of meaning, 
1/ Hughes Mearns, op. cit., p. 31. 
5I Commission on the English Curriculum of the National 
Council of Teachers of English, op. cit., p. 247. 
lf Sister Mary Vera and Sister Mary Marguerite, op. cit., 
p. 227. 
Y Lucia B. Mirrielees, op. cit., p. 174. 
2/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
pp. 283-284. ' 
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but is an excellent device for increasing a pupil's usable 
vocabulary.n 
y' 
Tidyman and Butterfield feel that the study and use 
of both synonyms and antonyms is valuable for purposeful 
expression. 
Descriptive words and phrases.-- All writers agree 
that descriptive words are a requisite for creative writing. 
However terminology in this area of creative expression 
differs. y 
Dawson and several other authorities believe that 
creative writing must contain vocabulary which paints 
~ 
"word pictures". Ferebee in teaching creative writing, 
also recognizes the beauty of picture words: 11 0r I may 
ask that a vividly described action be read again while we 
close our eyes to see better the moving picture it preselllts.u 
.Y Some authors use the term vividness. Strickland does 
this when she affirms: "Also, an ear tuned to catch 
interesting words and sensitivity to shades of meaning 
result in vivid and interesting use of words.n Tidyman 
1/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
pp. 283-284. 
5I Mildred A. Dawson, Teaching Language in the Grades, 
World Book Company, New York, 1951, p. 267. 
~June D. Ferebee, nGaining Power Through Writing,u 
Elementary English (December, 1942), 19:283. 
II I 41 Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit., p. 219. 
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y 
and Butterfield go on to state: nspecial commendation for 
the child who achieves an Unusually vivid vocabulary effect 
is a spur to the group e.g. sound words, good descriptive 
words. n . 
y 
Writers agreeing with Strickland claim that creative 
writing has ncolorful wordstt/ As children turn to creative 
.3.1 . 
expression, Gordon looks for nunusual description11 , while 
y 21 
Dyer praises "highly imaginative descriptionu. Edwards 
seeks "picturesque speechn in children's written language. I . ~ 
., Again pertaining to descriptive language, Burrows 
emphasizes n ••• fascinating words and bewitching phrases." 
II 
1/ 
Hatchett and Hughes characterize creative writing vocabulary 
§) 
I as "refreshing and sparkling.n Strickland urges children 
1/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
p. 276. 
j Y Ruth G. 
j1 Elementary 
lj 
Strickland, uThe Development of Vocabulary,tt 
English (January, 1945), 22:12. 
I 
3/ Mary B. 
"'[November, 
Gordon, "I Like to Write," Elementary English 
1954), 31:101. 
Y Henry s. Dyer, nDrill and Creative Work in Language 
Expression," Elementary English (November, 1936), 13:264. 
2/ Phyllis o. Edwards, nPutting Magic in Creative Spring-
time Writings,n Elementary English (May, 1954), 31:273. 
§!Alvina T. Burrows and others, op. cit., p. 113. 
1/ Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, op. cit., p. 132 
.§/Ruth G. Strickland, nThe Develo:pment of Vocabulary, 11 
Elementary English (November, 1954), 22:12. 
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11 to use • ••• words which are sound-filled or which carry 
li .feeling and emotion. n 
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11 Tidyman and Butterfield cite an example of aiding 
children in vivid expression. They state: 
too. 
nopportunities may arise for helping 
children to express ideas vividly. For example 
a pupil may say, 1The boy went down the street.' 
A olaar picture is developed i.f one states how 
the boy went down the street. Did he run, walk, 
stroll, skip, stumble, shuffle? What kind o.f 
a boy was he - noisy, redheaded, big, .frightened, 
happy, freckle-faced? By combining the proper 
words, we get a clear. picture: The ragged, 
.f-reckle-faced boy scampered down the street." 
:Y 
Whittaker views the importance o.f vivid action words 
He a.f.firms: "The listing o.f words such as 1swoop, 1 
'darts,' makes the pupil see 
how vivid verbs create fihe desired e.f.fect in writing.n y 
Authorities agree with Mirrielees: 
nif you reward .fresh wordings, and i.f you 
and the class discourage the cliche and the 
colorless, you might be able to bring to your 
classroom originality, vigor and picturesqueness.n 
Words that appeal to the senses. -- Many authors 
discuss the use o.f the five senses as a basis .for 
1
1 disciplined observation which will produce effective writing. 
It 
ij 
!I 
I,;  y Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
I P •. 282. ij II II :Y Charlotte C. Whittaker, op. cit., p. 24. 
1 Jl Lucia B. Mirrielees, op. cit., pp. 163-164. 
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11 Thornley says: 
E/ 
"In a creative situation, a writer has to 
learn to analyse dispassionately what produced 
for him a given experience: what sounds were 
made; what words were used; what odors were 
in the air; what details could be seen; how 
objects felt to the most intimate sense of 
touch; what taste of foods, what movements, what 
colors, temperatures, textures, and vibrations 
produced this emotional experience.n 
He even goes so far as to say: 
"The attention is concentrated on sensitizing 
the five channels through which human experience 
can be received: taste, touch, sight, smell, and 
hearing. And no matter how intense a side issue 
of form, structure, mechanics, vocabulary etc., 
this realizinw of life remains the chief occupation 
of the class. 
J/ 
Forrest claims that children do enjoy writing about 
things they like to hear, touch, see, taste or smell. He 
warns ·however: ttsense impressions are so important to 
children, but unless we get them to express themselves 
along these lines we never really get to know them." y 
Robbins is of the opinion that: 
ttThe writer like any .workman who wants to 
turn out an accurate product, must possess a 
l/ Wilson R. Thornley, op. cit., p. 529. 
5/ Ibid., p. 530. 
J/ Veras. Forrest, nHelping Children to Write,n Elementary 
English (November, 1951), 28:415. . 
i/ Phyllis Robbins, An Approach to Composition Through 
Psychology, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1929, p. 1. 
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tools, the senses, which gather the material I 
from the outside world or books and daily life 
and present these data to the other tool, the 
mind." 
In urging that pupils pay attention to the testimony or y 
their senses before they write, Treanor states: 
"The wonders of this great and teeming world 
about us are continually clamoring ror attention, 
knocking at the door of our senses, so to speak, 
until in some degree or other we consciously 
heed their importunities. We see, we hear, we 
taste, we smell and we reel. 'Sense•, wrote 
Santayana, •is like a lively child always saying, 
11 Look, look, what is that?1t t It is through the 
channels of our rive senses that sensations are 
poured into the consciousness or the mind, there 
to be stored, combined, re-assembled, reproduced -
riltered as it were, through the personality of 
the individual.n y 
Hatchett and Hughes agree upon the importance or the use 
or the senses when they urge that: "Children should be led 
to reel the beauty and meaning of things seen, heard, 
II touched and smelled. • • • ~ In conclusion Mirrielees states: 
"When you insist upon clear, vivid, words 
that appeal to the rive senses and discuss 
these words, discarding those that are least 
successful, you are again working on 
vocabulary; you are sensitizing r.our pupils to 
word meanings and to word power. 1 
1/ John H. Treanor, "Listen Before Writing," Elementary 
English (April, 1953), 30:207. 
5I Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, op. cit., p. 311. 
11 JI.Lucia B. Mirrielees, op. cit., p. 173. 
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I Figunative language. -- Figurative language plays an 
il important part in creatiii writing. 
I, Hatchett and Hughes feel that children need guidance 
in"· •• growing in imagination and the power to think in y 
figures of speech.n Applegate encourages the teacher to 
use figurative language so that her pupils will begin to 
I 
II 
I 
I, 
jl 
recognize effective language: nA teacher who uses comparisons 
I 
I 
I 
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in her daily conversation will soon have pupils whose sp~ech 
is more picturesque.n 
Most authors when mentioning figures of speech, urge 
:J/ 
the use of the metaphor and simile. Mirrielees points out: 
"After you have awakened interest, after 
you and your pupils have wondered, guessed, 
investigated, found amusement, philosophized, 
and developed a genuine curiosity about words, 
you will doubtless stress even more than in 
your casual beginnings the use of metaphor 
and simile in language development. 11 y 
She goes on to affirm that: nwith interest in fresh 
metaphor and simile - you can combine, you and the class -
disapproval of cliches, those stale word comginations •• 
Metaphors and similes make creative writing come to 
21 life. Tidyman and Butterfield convincingly claim: 
• • 
,, 
il 1/ Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, op. cit., p. 306. 
I' 
jl y Mauree Applegate, op. cit., p. 58. 
'' 
,
1 
:JI Lucia B. Mirrielees, op. cit., p. 162. 
il I' y Ibid., p. 163. 
:1 21 Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
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n Compari.sons and figures of speech add vividness. tt 
Because words are.the media of expression, authors must 
discuss vocabulary under creative writing. That vocabulary 
is important goes without saying. As to areas where the 
stress should be placed, opinions differ. It is safe to 
assume however, that the major factors involved are use of: 
precise words, synonyms, descriptive words, words that 
appeal to the senses, and figurative language. 
4. Organization 
The catagory of organization has been included in the 
scale as being an important consideration in the evaluation 
of creative writing. The importance of organization as a 
skill in written material has often been expressed. 
1/ To define the term norganizeu Gilbride says it nmay 
be defined as the ability to evaluate ideas and arrange 
them in sequence suited to the major idea expressed in the 
topic sentence.n 
ln a study of the importance of orderly arrangement of 
5I ideas to accurate interpretation of thoughts, Neville states: 
11 Regardless of whatever high standards of 
usage correctness are acquired, meanings will be 
difficult to achieve in either oral or written 
1/ Dorothy Gilbride, op. cit., p. 1. 
£/ Mark A. Neville and others, Resources in Teaching English, 
Rand McNally and Company, New York, 1942, pp. 44-45. 
!1 
I 
~I 
expression unless ideas are properly organized.u 
y' 
Neville also adds: 
"Confusion is rampant in many paragraphs 
written by children and adults as well. Poor 
paragraphing is the result of lack of organization 
in the mind of the writer. The writer must be 
conscious of the ·divisions of his subject which 
call for new paragraphs. These divisions occur 
when the development of a new idea begins. 
Consequently sequence of ideas must be clear cut 
and orderly. The paragraph itself must be 
unified around one idea and one only, and the 
separate sentences must build up that idea in 
an orderly manner.n y 
Hinton studied style and rhetoric of compositions and 
maintains: nthat better compositions are better organized 
than inferior compositions.u y . 
Dolch describes organization as"· •• an aid to clear, 
forceful thinking." y 
The Commission on English Curriculum stresses that: 
"Clarity is first of all a matter of clear 
mental concepts and well-formed ideas •••• 
Clarity in writing is dependent also upon the 
child's choice of words, the way he fits them 
together in sentences, his handwriting, his 
spelling, and his knowledge of how to place his 
thoughts on the paper so that others can read them.n 
1/ Mark A. Neville and others, op. cit., p. 45. 
5I Eugene M. Hinton, An Analytical Study of the Qualities of 
Style and Rhetoric Found in English Compositions, Teachers' 
College Contributions to Education, Number 806, Teacherts 
College, Columbia University, New York, 1940, p. 116. 
J1 Edward w. Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading, The 
Gerrard Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1939, p.22. 
II i/ Commission on the English Cnrriculum of the National 
'I Council o:f Teachers o:f English, op. cit., p. 230. 
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Lyman believes that organization is second to ideas 
and expresses his views and those of others when he says: 
ttNext in importance to inventiveness of 
mind in all expression is the ability to arrange 
ideas systematically~ to organize thinking for 
effective presentation. Some scale-makers notably 
Van Wageaen and Willing, have attempted to account 
for this factor, .but facts as to the development 
of this ability and as to the most suitable 
methods of developing it are as yet undiscovered. 
Greene and a few othes have made a small beginning, 
and Leonardts recent experiments, in construction 
scales that will test children 1 s ability to 
organize ideas quite apart from all consideration 
of punctuation, grammar, and form of manuscript 
are very suggestive. National English Committees 
insist that in composition icontent is one of the 
first importance; organization of ideas, second; 
and form (matter of careful scrutiny), third. 
Yet research has been confined almost exclusively 
to form. 11 y 
Treanor asks this question: ttWhat is the order and 
system of composition?u 
In answering it he states: 
11 It is simply a reduction of the art of 
expression into its components; the various 
mental abstractions summed up in the word 1 idea,t 
and the expression of ideas by means of words~ 
phrases, sentences, paragraphs, and whole 
compositions. In actual composition~ the exact 
mental processes are not always palpable. 
Sometimes ideas and their expression seem to be 
simultaneous (as they are not) and sometimes 
both are carefully and laboriously evolved. A 
person may or may not stop to ponder the relation 
of words, the niceties of vocabulary, or the 
possibility of sentence structure. Yet in varyigg 
degrees of intellectual acumen, he more or less 
1/ R. I. Lyman, op. cit.~ p. 197. 
y John H. Treanor~ nEnglish Composition in the Elementary 
School,n Education (January~ 1947)~ 67:297. 
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deliberately follows a natural order in 
composition -- from the idea to the expressed 
word. u . 
The idea that a composition must have unity and 
-
organization is expressed in this statement by Tidyman and 
ll Butterfield: 
ttPrimarily important is sticking to the 
point~ achieving and limiting the scope of the 
topic to a single phrase making sticking to the 
point easier; there is one point to stick to. 
A second feature of good organization is the 
presenting of material in an ef'.fective sequence.n y 
Tidyman and Butterfield also express the opinion that 
schools should follow the natural stages of language 
development which includes the increasing ability of 
children to organize ideas well. He suggests: 
nThe ability to handle sentences well 
results from the gradual maturing of ability to 
think~ to organize ideas, and to express 
ideas •••• The attack of the school strategically 
follows the natural stages of language development: 
(1) the clear thinking and expressing of 
relationships between several ideas and (2) the 
giving of emphasis to expression and adding 
i interest through the use of a variety of sentences.n 
I 
Jl Schofield expresses her. ideas on paragraph building 
!I in saying: 
nBuilding paragraph sense in children 
introduces, develops and strengthens other skills 
as well. Particularly important is sensitivity 
1/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
p. 268. 
5/ Ibid., p. 285,. 
Jl Ruth E. Schofield l'I'How to Develop Paragraphs,n Grade Teacher~ (Jmne, 1955~, 72:7. 
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to keeping to the point, correct sentence -form, 
the use of bridging words and sentence sequence.n 
Evaluation of paragraphs should stress their 
most important characteristic that they concern 
one topic." y 
Schofield presents children's criteria for paragraph 
building: 
"l. A paragraph is one or more sentences 
about one topic. 
2. Each sentence in a paragraph should tell 
or ask something about the topicl 
3. The order of sentences within the 
paragraph is important. 
4. Usually, but not always, the first 
sentence contains the topic.n 
v Schofield concludes: 
ttParagraphing,. then reduces itself to 
these steps: studying good paragraphs, developing 
a set of criteria for judging paragraphs, 
formulating paragraphs from already prepared 
sentences and finally after help in the thinking 
that must precede the writing of paragraphs, the 
actual writing of tae them.tt 
J/ 
Blanchard declares that clearness and forcefulness in 
thought-giving depend on organization. 
Orderly thinking and expression is necessary to the 
effective trangfer of ideas among people. Interest was 
shown in the importance of organization as a necessary skill 
1/ Ruth E. Schofield, op. cit., p. 7. 
y Loc. cit. 
J/ Frederick T. Blanchard, The Art of Composit~on, Ginn and 
Company, Boston,. 1934,. p. 13. 
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in 1925 by Paul Klapper who observes: 
ttLack of sequence of ideas causes lack of 
clearness and force. The problem is not to 
teach the principles of organization but to 
bring home consciousness of its needs and its 
importance by 'reductio ad adsurdum.' ••• 
Whenever, the topic is one of exposition, 
marrative or argumentation, then the logical 
sequence is exceedinwlY important in securing 
clearness and force. · 
·' 
The Fifth Annual Bulletin, The National Conference on y 
Research in English recognizes the importance of the ability 
to organize verbally. 
I "Thus far the ability of the student to j1 organize his thoughts expressed in verbal form 
'II has been measured most artificially and 
:1 inadequately, yet every teacher realizes the 
1 importance of the development of ·this ability." 
I 
II I 
l 
I 
. :v 
According to Burrows teachers should expect clarity in 
written composition: 
ttThe teacher watches, naturally, for positive 
illustrations of clarity; good choice of language, 
or some additional use of a superior technique --
Emphasis of comments should be upon how clearly 
the ideas were developed, how one thought naturally 
led to the next, how interesting a certain picture 
was made.u 
Fluency can be attained in children•s writings only 
,II 
J 1/ Paul Klapper, Teachin En lish in the Elementar Junior 
!!' High School (Manual of Method , D. Appleton and Company, 
New York, 1925, p. 71. 
I 
Y Harry A. Greene (Chairman), "Principles of Method in 
Elementary Composition,n Fifth Annual Research Bulletin, 
The National Conference. on Resear.ch in English, Scott, 
Foresman and Company, New York, 1937, p. 21. 
~Alvina Burrows and others, op. cit., p. 72. 
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This if they have sufficient ideas and can organize them. 
I 
1:1 
I 
thought is expressed by Dawson in this statement: 
"In other words fluency and accuracy are 
closely related. Corollary principals are (1.) I the pupil should write on topics concerning which 
11 they hav~ an abundance of ideas: and (2) they 
·,!,,I should organize their ideas, think through a 
production, before writing under such conditions, 
1 a pupil can be fluent and, therefore, more accurate. u 
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Pupils must be able to organize paragraphs in their 
. y 
writings to achieve clarity. According to Dawson: 
uThe qualities of content are more gradually 
developed and should be attained step by step. 
For instance, 4th graders should learn to write 
a well organized paragraph which centers about a 
single phase of a subject. Pupils in grade 
5 and 6 should in addition~ become able to write 
a unified composition of 2, 3; 4 paragraphs each 
of which clearly contributes to a single phase of 
the central subject. 11 y 
Tidyman and Butterfield express the feeling that 
organization in writing is a process of maturity. They 
stipulate: 
nin general, pupils in the elementary school give 
evidence of growth in power to think as they 
become increasingly able (1) to stick to the 
subject under discussion, (2) to relate events in 
the simple sequence of time, (3) to order ideas in 
relationship to a problem or a purpose and (4) to 
interpret experiences, at all levels of development, 
but the problems will vary in complexity with the· 
age and experience of the children." 
1/ Mildred A. Dawson and Frieda H. Dingee, Directing Learning 
:rn the Language Arts (Revised), Burgess Publishing Company, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1948. 
5/ Ibid., p. 55. 
]/Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfie~d, op. cit., 
p. 267. 
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Treanor compares order in the composition to 
mathematics in this statement: 
"For while it may not be formulated into 
such exact laws and gradations as mathematics 
it (English Composition) has an order and a 
system of its own. And such being the case, 
teachers of composition ought to make use of it.n y 
Treanor continues by saying that order in composition 
can and should be taught: 
nDifficulties not withstanding, composition 
can be taught from a definite beginning with 
small, clear, manageable units of progression 
and with certain standards and goals of 
achievement.n 
Organization and understanding go hand in hand y 
according to Burrows who states: 
nNot only is clear construction an outgrowth 
of thoroughly assimilated ideas, effectiveness 
of organization that much lauded .characteristic 
of intellectuality, it is also closely related to 
thorough understanding.u 
A test to measure the ability of seventh, eighth, and 
ninth grade pupils to organize has been constructed and y 
evaluated by Prescott, further evidencing the importance of 
skill.n 
y John H. Treanor, nEnglish Composition in the Elementary 
School, n Education (January, 1947), 67:297. . 
Y Loc. cit. 
.. Y George Prescott, The Construction and Validation of a 
Test to Organize Abilities in Grades Six, Seven and Eight, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1948, p. 74. 
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Oral and written expression are closely relat~tl. 
Heffernan believes that it is an easy step from the oral to 
written form of expression. In either it is necessary to y 
organize ones thoughts. Heffernan presents this idea: 
ttcomposition is a process of thinking. When 
children are able to think through their ideas 
for effective oral presentation,., it is a short, 
and almost wholly mechanical step to put these 
ideas into form. The factors which make for good 
oral expression are identical with those which 
produce effective written expression. To an 
extensive vocabulary, good sentence structure, 
interesting ideas effectively organized the child 
must add only sufficient motivation to communicate 
with someone at a distance or to record experience 
for written expression. tt 
y 
Children's writings often lack organization. McKee 
expresses this opinion when he says: 
"Any teacher at any educational level who 
has made even a casual observation of pupils 
expression is well acquainted with the lack of 
ability to organize ideas. 11 
Further evidence of this important skill of organization I! 
.v I 
I 
II 
observed by McDowell and Anderson in January, 1938: II I was 
"Not only is the organization of ideas one 
I, 
11
1
. l/ Helen Heffernan, Readiness For Oral and Written Language, 
1
1 A Research Bulletin of the National Conference on Research in English, 1950, Chicago, Illinois, p. 38. I 
I 
!, 
,. 
·I 
II ,, 
E./ Paul McKee, mp. cit., p. 313. 
Y John D. McDowell and HowardR. Anderson, "Testing the 
Abilities of Pupils to Outline," School Review (January, 
1938), 46:48. 
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o~ the most important abilities involved in . 
silent reading comprehension but such an ability 
is a prerequisite to effective oral and written 
expression.n 
y' 
Betts also observes: 
ninformation is organized for the purpose of 
applying facts to the solution of a personal 
problem or for communication to others interested 
in the same problem. In addition, well developed 
organization abilities permit the learner to 
perceive relationships between facts and therefore, 
contribute to intelligent interpretation. Hence, 
organization ability ranks high on a scale of values .u 
The need for 'organization in children's writings has 
been brought out by the foregoing authors. This skill 
cannot be overlooked in a scale for the evaluation of 
creative writing. The need for organization can be summed y 
up in the words of Lee and Lee who believe: 
ttThe real importance of writing is in the 
organization and putting in words the ideas and 
thoughts o~ the child.n 
5. Elaborative Writing 
Elaborative writing is the term selected for the 
purposes of this study to mean an abundance of ideas in a 
composition. A wealth of ideas is a concomitant of good 
creative expression, ~or the more ideas presented by the 
1/ creative writer, the more vivid, meaningful and satisfying 
is his creation. The intention of the creative writer 
1/ Emmett A. Betts, "Developing Basic Reading Abilities,tt I Elementary English Review (December, 1943), 20:319. 
I YJ. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, op. cit., p. 626. 
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according to Atlick is: 
n ••• to offer his readers a vivid experience, 
the essence of which is the transmutation of 
life, of actuality, into an imaginative adventure. 
He may wish to present before our inward eye a 
person or a scene that he himself has either 
witnessed or imagined, and to present it with as 
much color and credibility and meaningfulness as 
he can; or he may wish to play upon our emotions, 
so as to make us feel as he has felt concerning 
love or death or courage or religious devotion; 
or he may wish to communicate an intellectual 
idea to us in such terms that we cannot help 
apprehending its force and truth.n 
In order to accomplish these aims he needs a vast store of 
thoughts from which to draw, so that he can enrich and 
embellish his work. The quality of his production is 
increased with the addition of pertinent, appropriate ideas. 
11 A great part of the pleasure of reading poetry is due to 
the manner in which the poet is able to crowd the reader's y 
mind with a rapid pageant of impressions ••• " The success 
of the prose writer also lies in his ability to express 
many ideas. 
The creative writer must be an elaborative thinker, 
for he needs not only a wealth of experiences, but also the 
talent for organizing the associations he conceives as a 
-y 
result of his experiences. Durrell refers to the field of 
1/ Richard D. Atlick, Preface to Critical Reading (Revised 
Edition), Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1951, p. 28. 
y' Loc. cit. 
'j_j Donald D. Durrell, "Language and Higher Mental Processes,n 
Review of Educational Research, American Educational Research 
Association (April, 1943), 13:110-114. 
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reading in the following examples of the associational 
abilities of a good thinker: 
11 
••• (He) finds examples and applications 
of the point being considered; suggests plans or 
activities allied to the topic~ suggests additional 
pertinent topics for study or consideration; shows 
relationships to other fields; creates or invents 
new combinations of ideas.n 
The creative writer must also be able to embellish, relate, 
.Y 
suggest and create. Hatfield~ for instance, notes that in 
creative writing it is desirable to see relationships and to 
make new combinations and relationships. The creative 
writer does more than gather sense impressions; he thinks 
about, reflects upon, weighs~ and juggles the associations 
he makes with each experience. 
meanderings is rich expression. 
The result of these mental y 
Judd · expl~ that: ttrn 
carrying on the processes of comparison, inference, and the 
like~ the active mind uses language to achieve what has 
been referred to as the association, or integration, of 
elements of experience.n Although the finished work may 
flow with ideas, the processes that go on beforehand are 
'J/ . 
not simple. 'Hall verifies that: ttwriting is a skill which 
has the appearance of simplicity, but which actually involves 
1/ W. Wilbur Hatfield, op. cit., p. 123. 
5/ Charles H. Judd, Education as Cultivation of the Higher 
Mental Processes, MacMillan Company, New York, 1936, p. 19. 
'JI Robert D. Hall, ttMotivation for Creative Writing,lt 
Elementary English (March, 1955), 33:154-156. 
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a complicated interplay 0~ one's powers 0~ observation, 
interpretation, and ~acility o~ language su~~icient to 
express .oneael~ accurately.u 
Experiences provide the initial stimulus ~or the 
..v 
creation o~ ideas. According to Walcott the child gathers 
tt 
• images in his mind ~or ~uture re~erence,n ~rom his • • 
many experiences, and n ••• organizes these records o~ 
experience into his expanding universe o~ knowledge. 
Whether they be true or ~alse, pleasant or unpleasant, they 
will color his attitudes and condition his responses to the 
world about him.~ The accumulation o~ sense-impressions is 
only the beginning o~ the process o~ elaborative thinking, y 
however, ~or as Judd expounds: 
"There is an uninterrupted series o~ steps 
leading up ~rom the experiences which are 
externally conditioned, simple, and immature to 
the experiences which are higher because they 
emphasize systematically relations, abstractions, 
and broad generalizations.n 
and concludes: .v 
"The psychology o~ the higher mental processes 
teaches that the end and goal o~ all education is 
the development o~ ideas which can be carried over 
~rom the situations in which they were acquired to 
other situations. Systems o~ general ideas 
illuminate and clari~y human experiences by raising 
them to the level o~ abstract, generalized, 
II 1/ Fred G. Walcott, "Language and Its Function in Lif'e, • 
1! Children and the Language Arts, Virgil E. Herrick and 
Leland B. Jac.obs (Editors), Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 
Englewood Cli~~s, New Jersey, 1955, p. 24. 
II ~Charles H. Judd, op. cit., p. 193. 
II .v Ibid., p. 201. 
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conceptual understanding.tt 
This scheme is vital to good creative writing for 
.v 
as Jones says: n ••• before a student can transmit concepts 
to another with sufficient clarity to make these experiences 
communicable he must observe dataJ recreate it through his 
imagination and interpret it.n The Commission on the y 
English Curriculum makes the same observation: 
nNo child is ready to write until he has 
had adequate experience; developed whatever 
knowledge is necessaryJ and thought and talked 
the subject through until it has become a part 
of him. He cannot write clearly out of 
meagerness of knowledge of experience, nor out 
of hazy, half-formed ideas. Clear thinking is 
essential to clear writing at all times.tl' 
'jj 
Dawson adds similar thoughts: 
nit appears then that experiences must 
provide the food for thought; mental processes 
that center on initial experiences tend to 
feature pictorial images rather than words; 
children acquire the ability to think verbally 
as they are led to compareJ judge, or ·evaluate 
such sensory impressions and then to express the 
results orally (or in writing) in systematic terms.n 
Creativity arises as a person thinks penetratingly 
about the events that take place within his personal orb. 
1/ M. M. JonesJ Evaluation of a Method for Improving Personal 
Description and Characterization in Written Composition, 
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Boston University, 1947, 
p. 18. 
£1 The Commission on the English Curriculum of the National 
Council of Teachers of English, op. cit., p. 231. 
'jj Mildred A. DawsonJ Teaching Language in the Grades, World 
Book Company, Yonkers-on-HudsonJ New York, 1951, p. 8. 
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The ability to express his impressions increases moreover 
. 11 
with the number of ideas he has. Hatchett and Hughes attest 
to this: 
nit is as the result of his thinking and 
purposeful effort that a child creates a story, 
a poem, a play, a report, or a letter. When the 
result has been evaluated by him and pronounced an I 
adequate expression of what he feels and thinks I 
the experience has been a creative one. As the ~· 
child creates, his imagery, emotions, and physical 
expression may blend into a complete and meaningful 
experience. As he finds outlets for his emotions 
and ideas, satisfaction results. This has the 
effect of developing self-confidence, enthusiasm 
for expressing oneself more creatively and the 
elements which ~haracterize a wholesome personality. 
As integration of personality takes place, growth 
in ability to express occurs." 
gj 
Lee amd Lee hold the same view: 
ncreative expression cannot take place 
without ideas and thoughts to express. Since one 
cannot create something out of nothing • • • the 
wider and richer the background, the greater the 
creative possibilities. The re-organization of 
experience requires experiences to reorganize. 
Thus, the wider the experiences, and the greater 
the wealth of facts and concerrts, the greater 
may be the creative activity. t 
11 The degree to which a child expresses himself spontaneously 
and interestingly will largely depend on the amount of facts y 
and ideas he has to express,n states Dawson. . On the other 
hand, nMuch of the poor writing (whether mechanical errors, 
shallow and barren ideas, or poor organization) that pupils 
1/ Ethel L. Hatchett and Donald H. Hughes, op. cit., p. 276. 
gj J. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, op. cit., p. 589. 
Jl Mildred A. Dawson, op. cit., p. 191. 
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do is the result of inadequate lmowledge and understanding," 
11 is offered by the same authority. 
Creative writing, then, begins with ideas and requires 
many ideas to be a full statement of the· writer's feelings. y 
Applegate concurs, in the following remarks: 
nwriting starts from ideas -- and children 
are full of ideas. Creative ideas are those we 
believe in so strongly that they pound on the 
inner door to be released • • • creative writing, 
then is writing that pushes itself out of a bed 
of ideas •••• We may have sent our roots far 
to gather the material that went into our letters 
or report or story or poem; but it has gone through 
the magic plant of ourselves and this synthesis 
we have achieved is ours.n 
Since ideas are the basis for and stimulus to creative 
writing, ideas need to be considered in a composition. y 
Tidym~n and ~utterfield offer that, ttReal communication is 
weighed in terms of ideas, and the school to be realistic 
must give similar emphasis to the meat of the composition." y 
Swenson also feels that, 11 ••• the idea behind the words, 
the thought expressed through the words, the sayer's reason 
for presenting the idea or expressing the thought need to 
be constantly e~phasized.u 
y Mildred A. Dawson, ttchildren Need to Write," Elementary 
English (February, 1956), 33:80-83. 
5I Mauree Applegate, op. cit., p. 1. 
~Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, op. cit., 
p. 19. II /; Y Esther J. Swenson, Some Problems of Instructional 
1: Development, n Children and Language Arts, Virgl E. Herrick 
=
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Dawson submits that: nLanguage is communication and 
communication presupposes ideas and interests as well as 
. . - . y 
associates with whom to communicate;n and Swenson 
elaborates by saying: "Language may also be used by an 
individual person to formulate or state an idea for himself." 
~ y 
In either case language n ••• must say something.u McKee 
advises in this respect that: 
urn general the program in language should 
oenter attention upon meaning rather than form. 
The teacher should always ask first for ideas 
rather than the mere vehicle that carries them. 
In some way the pupil must take on the attitude 
that the first test of good speaking or writing 
is to have something to speak or write about." 
Some factors that contribute to good content are mentioned 
21 by Tidyman and Butterfield: they include: tta suitable topic, 
interesting details, complete treatment, originality in 
expressing thoughts and feelings, and ability in distinguishi1g 
between the real and the make-believe. n In the reverse, 1 
y I 
McKee cites that deficiencies in meaning are brought about 
Jl 
11 11 Mildred A. Dawson, A Course of Study in Language 
li (pamphlet) World Book Company, New York, 1949, p. 6. 
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5I Esther J. Swenson, op. cit., p. 433. 
J/ Ibid., p. 433. 
i/ Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 90. 
2/ Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite 
p. 19. 
Y Paul McKee, op. cit., p. 41. 
Butterfield, op. cit., 
by: 
"1) probable failure to clarify in the mind 
the meaning to be expressed, 2) failure to 
present enough detail to help the listener or 
reader to make the meaning intended, 3) poor 
selection of a word with which to present a meaning 
or a part of a meaning, and 4) poor organization of 
meanings within a sentence, within a paragraph, 
and within a longer selection." 
Elaborative thinking is at the core of elaborative 
writing. Creative writing frees and "rosters an outpouring y 
of ideas.tt The more ideas one has, the more fluent is the 
expression of them. Embellished details that show feeling 
and thought contribute to the overall quality of the y 
composition. It is this fact that leads Diederich to say: 
nThe good papers have a copious flow of ideas about the topic, 
and the idea.s are shrewd, penetrating, and logical, within 
the limits of the maturity of the students ••• ·" 
l7 June D. Ferebee, op. cit., p. 282. 
y Paul B. Diederich, op. ·cit., p. 588. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE INSTRUMENT 
The steps of procedure. -- A scale to evaluate creative 
writing was developed by the following steps: (1) interest in 
creative writing evidenced by seven members of a thesis 
seminar, (2) the determination of the need for a scale in 
order to evaluate motivated creative writing, (3) review of 
the literature on creative writing and constructed scales, 
(4) the realization that the construction of a scale would be 
more valuable for a thesis study than the building of 
motivation devices, (5) the determination of the categories of 
I 
the scale, (6) the construction of the scale, (7) preliminary 
) 
use of the scale to evaluate 30 compositions, (8) revision of 
the scale, and (9) use of the final scale . 
. 
Interest in creative writing evidenced by seven members 
of a thesis seminar. -- Tbe co-authors indicated a strong 
interest tgward the consideration of a problem related to 
1 creative writing. Five of them w.ere teaching: three in Grade 
Four, one in Grade Five, and one in Grade Eight. Among the 
various ideas presented for a thesis study was one to formulate 
plans for the stimulation of creative writing. This pre-
cipitated a discussion as to what the group meant by creative 
writing: Does it include practical as well as imaginative 
writing? Does it include mechanics of form and style? Is all 
_·-59-
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personal, experiential writing creative? What are its 
component parts? 
The determination or the need for a scale in order to 
evaluate motivated· creative writing~ -- Having decided to 
build and use motivating lessons to stimulate creative writing, 
the group assumed that growth and improvement in composition 
writing would result. The question of measuring this growth 
and improvement then arose. It became apparent that some 
jobjective measure was needed to evaluate children's composition 
!writing in order to determine effectively this growth. At 
this point the group attempted to derine creative writing. 
This was found to be difricult as each member or the group 
dirrered as to the elements of creative writmng. 
Review of the literature on creative writing and 
constructed scales. -- Each member of the group did consider-
able reading in order to find out what research writers 
selected as the main elements or creative writing. It was 
lnoted that very rew and crude attempts had been made to build 
objective scales for the evaluation of ~reative writing. As 
the inrormation showed wide variations in points or emphases 
as to a derinition or creative writing and the constructed 
scales were obviously very:'.inadequate, it became evident that 
some attempt to build a scale would be necessary berore 
i proceeding with lesson plans to motivate an underined result. 
The realization that the construction of a scale would 
be more valuable ror a thesis study than the building or 
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motivation devices. -- The construction of a scale became the 
major interest and stimulation of the group and it .was 
decided unanimously to concentrate upon the construction of 
an objective measure. In order to do this as thoroughly as 
time would permit, it was decided to abandon the motivation 
idea and to attempt to build a scale which would serve a 
greater need in education. If a value judgment~ could be 
made as to what constituted creative writing then constructing 
lesson plans to motivate a determined result would not be 
difficult. 
The determination of the categories of the scale. --The 
four categories of the scale, originality, vocabulary~ 
organization, and elaborative writing, were determined from 
the review of the literature on creative writing and the 
ideas of the group. Every descriptive phrase or word which 
was thought to pertain to creativity was examined, discussed, 
and after careful deliberation~ either included or discarded. 
I At first sentence structure was considered to be an element 
'
,, 
of creative writing but it was eliminated as the group 
l decided that sentence structure was a quantitative, mechanical 
I 
side of writing and not really indicative of creativity. In 
this manner the four categories began to appear; each with 
supporting~ clarifying details. Preciseness of meaning for 
each detail was esl~ntial in order to make each category a 
distinct area of creative writing. Each category was defined 
and then~ on a four point scale from three to zero, which 
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corresponds to the general terms excellent~ good~ fair~ and 
poor~ it was further redefined in order to facilitate the 
selection of compositions of different worth. Any composition 
to be judged would be comparable to one of the four arbitrary 
standards of each category. 
The construction of the scale. --The actual construction 
of the scale was the major consideration and effort of the 
group. The following detailed procedure was advanced by 
discussions based on independent research reading. The first 
problem to be solved was the determination of the categories 
of the scale. After study of the literature four categories 
were decided upon from the suggestions of the group. These 
first broad divisions of creative writing included: structure 
or organization of ideas and sentence organization, 
originality which included imagination as one of its prime 
constituents~ vocabulary~ and number of ideas. Further 
reading helped to delineate and to substantiate the four 
categories. Originality and vocabulary were retained~ 
sensory perception was added, structure became sequence of 
ideas~ and number of ideas was discarded and replaced by 
flow of ideas, The group decided that the evaluation of a 
composition in terms of the number of ideas was a quantitative 
measure which gave no indication of the quality or value of 
the ideas. Sensory perception or "the setting forth of 
sense impressions in written words" was eliminated as a 
' . 
category and included as a major part of vocabulary. There-
II t! 
I 
I 
I 
fore, the categories determined for the first scale were: 
originality, vocabulary, sequence of ideas, and flow of ideas. 
The members of the group did more research reading on 
these four areas of creative writing in order to list as 
I 
I many descriptive terms as possible under each one. 
II 
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efforts of the group were directed toward the construction 
of a quality scale. Quantitative differentiation was 
included in the terminology only when it appeared too 
difficult for the group to describe a category on the basis 
of quality. The decision was reached to give each category 
equal weight in the evaluation of a composition. No 
composition was considered to be more creative merely because 
it was original but lacked a sequence of ideas. Each 
category was divided into four subcategories,, except for 
originality which had only two divisions. The group decided 
that a composition was either original in some way or not 
original at all. The scores for the subcategories were 
-scaled from three to zero. A five point scale was discarded 
because of the tendency of seer~ to use the middle score for 
The divisions of the four point j all questionable ratings. 
I scale were made horizontally: 3 2 l 0. After a consultation 
I with Dr. Baker on the most suitable format for the sub-
categories, it was decided to change the numerical 
I
I arrangement to a vertical listing and to emphasize quanti-
1 
tative terminology in order to make clearer distinctions 
i! II il 
II ji 
i! 
between each rating, especially 2 and 1. 
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After the determination of the categories the next 
problem to be considered was the analysis of the listed 
descriptive terms in order to formulate the definitions and 
the sub-categories. Two definitions were chosen as dese~iptive 
of originality: "a truly original composition contains unusual 
thoughts and/or a unique arrangement of ordinary words to 
express a common idea" and 11 that quality which makes a 
composition novelJ freshJ individual) imaginative, and vivid. 11 
As the second definition was more specific) some of the terms 
were selected to be included in the highest sub-category. 
For example) nnewn in place of novel) and 11 individual 11 were 
· included in sub-category 3 and "vividu was placed in the 
vocabulary list as descriptive of word elements. After 
determining the best qualities of an original composition the 
poorest sub-category was formulated. At first it was 
characterized as nno unique ideatt but in order to avoid a 
negative phrase it was changed to 11 conventional ideas and/or 
commonplace word patterns. 11 The middle sub-categories) 
numerical ratings of 2 and lJ were not attempted as the group 
could not come to an agreement as to whether originality could 
be judged quantitatively or not. As part of the difficulty 
lay in the two elements or originality) ideas and word 
arrangements) it was suggested that originality be divided 
into two categories: original ideas; and original word 
1 arrangements. The ~ormer category would be divided into a two 
point scale of 3 and 0; and the latter category would be a 
• 
/ 
!I 
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quantitative four point scale utilizing the words: throughout, 
frequent, occasional, and commonplace word arrangements. Two 
scales for one area of creative writing reintroduced the 
problem of equal weight for each category. In order to 
resolve this difficulty the group decided to combine the two 
parts of originality. The categories having the highest and 
lowest numerical ratings, 3 and 0, would contain both ideas 
and word patterns; and the middle categories of 2 and 1 
~ 
would include only word patterns. Thus, the first .working 
scale for originality was created. (See Scale I, Originality, 
Appendix). 
Before Scale I for originality was used to evaluate 
compositions the word "rate 11 was added before each sub-
category to improve the format. (See Scale II, Originality, 
Appendix). Thirty compositions were rated with Scale II 
and certain inadequacies were evident. The descriptive 
terminology lacked precision and clarity and the quantitative 
measurement of word arrangement alone in 2 and 1 was 
unsatisfactory. Several compositions had been found which 
contained a few original ideas for which there was no 
provision in the scale. This correction was made by including 
the quantitative use of ideas in sub-categories 2 and 1 so 
that all aub-categories now contained original ideas and/or 
word arrangements. The terminology was improved: In sub-
category 3 11 different and unexpected 11 was changed to follow 
nunique", 11 ways of expressing" was changed to "interpretations 
I 
I! 
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of" and "same" became "an". The major emphasis in each sub-
category was underlined to improve the physical format for 
greater ease in using the scale and to focus the scorer 1 s 
attention on the main characteristic or originality at that 
!1 level. 
II 
(See Scale III~ Originality, Appendix). 
I 
I 
In order to construct Scale I for vocabulary each member 
of the group listed all the appropriate~ descriptive phrases 
which pertained to this category from her own reading and 
thinking. These phrases were discussed and the following ones 
selected to be used: shades of word meaning~ general clear-
ness of expression, effective telling words~ words that 
create pictures~ effective words that help you see more cleaDy, 
and understand more fully exactly what the author had in mind, 
multi-colored manner of expression, vividness conveyed by 
comparison and figures of speech, action words~ words that 
are precise and lucid, and play on words. From these phrases 
the definition of vocabulary was formulated: "Use of words 
to express a particular thought or idea." In the process 
: of selecting the best qualities of vocabulary for sub-
J1 category 3 a discussion arose as to which parts of speech to 
I include. The term 11parts of speech11 was discarded because 
II 
1
1 
of its grammatical connotation and unclassified, specific 
I terms were included. The selected terminology was arrang~d 
I 
qualitatively throughout the scale. The quantitative aspect 
was 
i, 
lj the 
also evident im order 'to make a better distinction between 
sub-categories. The group felt that the better and more 
1: 
ll lj 
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extensive the word choices in a composition the better the 
quality of the composition. ~See Scale I, Vocabulary,. 
Appendix). 
Scale I was revised by rearranging the order of the 
phrases to achieve a more logical progression of meaning; 
rewording the introductory wor~s to each sub-category; 
changing certain words for clarity of meaning; eliminating 
the words: 11powerful 11 _, "correct use of words 11 , "some 
variety11 _, nin word choices 11 , t 1child usesn, "but composit·ion 
lacksn, and nor lack variety 11 ; and adding 11 some good 
metaphors and/or similes 11 in sub-category 2. (See Scale II,· 
'· j Vocabulary, Appendix). After rating thirty compositions 
with Scale II, certain further changes were necessary: 
nconfused word meanings 11 eliminated in sub-category 0 as no 
confusions of word meanings were found in the compositions 
rated: 11 inaccurate or confusing impressions 11 was changed to 
11 impressions 11 in sub-category 1; and the format was improved 
by underlining the main statement in each sub-category. (See 
Scale III, Wocabulary, Appendix). 
Group work on the category, the sequence of ideas, began 
after considerable research reading. This reading revealed 
that the sequence of ideas is 11 clarity of structure and 
sound organization 11 , "the telling of an experience in a 
logical sequenceu, and 11 the organization of interesting 
details which adds to the clarity of a compos·ition. 11 
Webster defines organization as "the arrangement of inter-
I 
II 
dependent parts, each having a special function or relation 
with respect to the whofl;e 11 • These definitions were discussed 
and the category was renamed organization. The first 
definition for the scale was that organization is the 
sequential organization of ideas. The sub-categories were 
then built with reference to the relation of major and minor 
ideas. (See Scale I, Organization, Appendix). 
After this category was used to evaluate the organization 
of thirty compositions, it was found to need very little 
revision as the scoring was very consistent. The following 
changes were made: the definition was reworded to read - -
organization is the sequential arrangement of ideas: the 
phrases "uses details for clarity 11 , nfew details used for 
clarityn, and "composition creates", were eliminated; 
subcategory 2 was partially reworded to read - - 11main idea 
clearly stated but relevant thoughts lack continuity and 
logical clear arrangement;"; and 11 no sequence" changed co 
"illogical sequencen in subcategory 0 as all compositions 
have some sequence of ideas. (See Scale II, Organization, 
Appendix) . The revisions o1' Scale II were made to facilitate 
the use of this scale by an-improved format. The main 
statement in each sub-categorY was underlined and the 
supporting statements for each sub-category were listed in a 
vertical arrangement. The phrase, 11 but some ideas out of 
orderu was discarded from sub-category 2. (See Scale III, 
Organization, Appendix) •. 
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The construction of the final categor.y of elaborative 
writing was postponed as long as possible as the group could 
not arrive at any general agreement as to what constituted 
. flow of ideas. According to Webster an idea is nany object 
of the mind existing in thought; a notion, or mental 
impression. 11 The problem was how would it be possible to 
avoid counting mental impressions in order to measure the 
flow of ideas? If a composition has ~any mental impressions 
does that make it superior writing in regard to flow of ideas? 
Further research revealed that flow of ideas was also 
mentioned as associative writing or elaborative writing. The 
group decided that the term elaborative writing was a more 
suitable, descriptive name for this fourth category of the 
scale. The first attempt at a definition was: 11 elaborative 
1 writing is that form of fluent expression which summons a 
variety of apprc:>priate, related thoughts. 11 All the 
descriptive terminology that was discovered in the research 
reading was arranged in the four sub-categories. (See Scale 
1, Elaborative Writing, Appendix). 
As soon as Scale I for elaborative writing was completed 
I certain changes seemed to be necessary. I The definition was !< 
1
;1 too similar to the definition for organization because of the 
inclusion of the phrase 11 appropriate and related thoughts." 
It was changed to read: "Elaborative writing is an abundance 
of ideas fluently expressed." The format of the sub-cate-
gories was rearranged to correspond to the format of the other 
d )( 
H l' 
! 
I 
1 three categories. 
,I 
The contents of each sub-category were 
I 
I 
I' I 
radically changed and such phrases as 11 full of life 11 , 
"experiential", "shows author's complete understanding and 
grasp 11 , and "ideas are inappropriate" were eliminated. In 
sub-category 0 two additions were made: "ideas suggested but 
never fully carried out" and 11 jumbled and disassociated 
thoughts". (See Scale II, Elaborative 'Writing, Appendix). 
Thirty compos·itions were rated using this revised scale for 
I elaborative writing and sub-categories 2 and 1 were found to 
II be very ambiguous. The definition was unsatisfactory as it 
I 
] 
II II 
i! 
was noticed from the rating of the compositions that ideas 
were related where good elaborative writing was evident. The 
definition was changed again to read: "Elaborative writing 
is an abundance of appropriately, related ideas fluently 
expressed. 11 Sub-category 2 was improved by eliminating 
"ideas which lack color and imagination 11 and "inadequate 
detailstr; and adding 11 ideas which flow smoothly but lack 
d_evelopment because. . . n Sub-category 1 was changed by 
the addition of "limited 11 and 11smooth relationships and 
associations 11 ; "dearth of details 11 became 11 inadequate details 11 
and 11 clarity of meaning" was changed to 11 continuity 11 • (See 
Scale III, Elaborative Writing, Appendix). 
Preliminary use of the scale to evaluate 30 compo-
sitions. --After the four categories were constructed the 
group tried out the scale to determine whether it would be 
possible for each scorer to achieve the same scores for one 
70 
composit&on using the same objective measure. Thirty 
compositions were rated by each of the seven members of the 
group and a considerable variance in scores was evident. 
Revision of the scale. --From the preliminary use of 
the scale many weaknesses were evident in the specific 
definitions of the categories. In order to profit from the 
discrepancies of_the scores each·member of the group was 
called upon to defen~ her scoring of the four categories for 
every composition. The variations in scoring were seen to be 
caused by vague definitions) omissions of specific factors 
within a category) and the subjective evaluation of a 
composition in which the scorers unintentionally deviated 
from the scale. The vague definitions were redefined more 
exactly arid specific factors were added. 
Use of the final scale. Fourteen more compositions 
were rated by the group and the variation of the sub-
category scores was narrowed to within a range of two points 
and mo.re often the variation was within a range of one point. 
The improvements appeared to have corrected the weaknesses of 
the scale and to have eliminated considerable individual 
subjectivity. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to develop a scale for 
judging creative writing. It was hoped that use of this 
scale would enable raters to judge a composition more ob-
jectively and would also foster scoring which would vary 
little from one rater to another. 
The analysis in this chapter is~cerned primarily with 
showing statistically the amount of variability which occurred 
among seven raters when each graded forty-four compositions 
using the scale. 
The first thirty tables show the ratings of seven people 
on each of thirty compositions. The scale used in this 
instance would be Scale II in the Appendix. 
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TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 1 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 1 2 3 
2 1 2 2 1 6 
3 0 3 1 2 6 
4 2 2 1 3 8 
5 2 2 2 2 8 
6 0 ~ 2 2 6 
7 5 i 2 3 10 
Median on total 6 
Q 1 
OriginalityJ the first categoryJ shows greater 
,j variability among the scorers than the other three. 
l 
i 
I 
!I 
Organization has the least variability. 
In the case of both elaborative writing and vocabulary 
one rating varies by two points of score. All other ratings 
are very close. 
The median total score for the seven raters is 6 with a 
semi-interquatile range of 1. 
'I I, 
!I 
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The ratings on originality vary from 0 to 2. 
Vocabulary ratings range from 0 to 2. Six scorers placec 
the value at 2 or 1, with only one scorer assigning the value 
of 0. 
Organization has the·least variability with four-scorers 
rating the composition at 2, and three scorers placing the 
,I I value at 3. 
Elaborative writing varies from 1 to 3 with only one 
I scorer assigning the value of 1. 
I 
I 
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The median total score is 6 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2 indicating some variability in scoring. 
'I J 14 
T.ABLE Ili 
COMPARISON.OF SEVEN RATINGS- COMPOSITION :3 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 2 2 
2 3 3 
3 0 2 
4 3 3 
5 2 2 
6 3 2 
7 3 2 
2 2 
2 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
3 3 
MediaB on total 11 
Q 1.5 
8 
11 
8 
12 
10 
11 
11 
The ratings range from 0 to 3 on originality. Six 
scorers assign the value of 2 or 3. Only one scorer places 
the value at o. 
The range of ratings on vocabulary varies from 2 to 3 
with a modal score of 2. 
The same variability is evident on organization but the 
modal score is 3. 
Six of the raters assign a value of 3 on elaborative 
thinking and only one deviates with a score of 2. 
The median of the total scores is 11. The semi-
interqgartile range of 1.5 shows slight variability among 
' 
the raters. 
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TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF ·RATINGS - COMPOSITION 4 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
2 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
l 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Median on total 8 
Q 2.5 
9 
4 
4 
9 
8 
8 
8 
Although the scores under originality range from 0 to 2 
the majority of raters place the value at 1 with one person 
assigning the value of 0 and the other placing the value at 2. 
Vocabulary shows little variability with 6 raters 
assigning a score of 2 and one rater a value of 1. 
The scores under organization show a variation of two 
points. The modal score is 3 with two raters scoring the 
·composition at 1. 
Elaborative thinking shows a variation of two points of 
score. The modal score is 2. 
The median total score is 8 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2.5 showing considerable variability in the total 
scoring. 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 5 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 1 1 0 2 
2 0 1 0 0 1 
3 0 2 1 0 3 
4 1 1 3 1 6 
5 2 2 3 3 10 
6 0 2 1 0 3 
7 1 1 3 1 6 
Median on total 3 
Q 2 
Although the scores under originality range from 0 to 2, 
only one rater gave a score of 2. 
The scores for vocabulary show the least variation with 
ratings of 1 and 2. 
Organiz_ation shows a wide spread of scores from 0 to 3. 
With the exception of one rating of 3, all the scores 
under elaborative writing are very close, either 0 or 1. 
The median total score is 3 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2 showing some variability of scoring. 
Ji 
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Rater 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
T.ABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 6 
Originality Vocabulary 
0 1 
1 1 
0 2 
1 1 
3 2 
0 2 
0 1 
Elaborative 
Organization Writing, 
2 2 
1 1 
3 2 
1 1 
3 3 
3 3 
1 1 
Median on total 5 
Q. 2 
Total 
5 
4 
7 
4 
11 
8 
3 
The majority of the ratings under originality are very 
close with scores of 0 and 1 with the exception of one score 
of 3. 
The scores for vocabulary show little variation as all 
ratings are 1 and 2. 
Organization shows a spread of scores from 1 to 3. 
The variation of scores for elaborative writing ranges 
from 1 to 3. 
The median total score is 5 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2 showing some variability of scoring. 
'I 
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TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION ~ 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 1 
2 0 0 
3 0 1 
4 1 2 
5 2 2 
6 o. 1 
7 0 1 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
3 2 
2 2 
Median on total 5 
Q 2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
8 
6 
5 
The ratings on originality range from 0 to 2 with five 
raters assigning a value of 0. 
In vocabulary the ratings vary from 0 to 2 with a 
modal score of 1. 
The raters ranged from 1 to 3 on organization. The 
modal rating is 2. 
On elaborative writing the ratings range from 1 to 3 
with five raters assigning a value of 2. 
The median of the total scores is 5. The semi-
interquartile range of·2 shows some variability in scoring. 
TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 8 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total· 
1 1 1 2 2 6 
2 1 1 0 1 3 
3 0 1 1 2 4 
4 3 1 3 3 10 
5 3 3 3 3 12 
6 0 2 3 2 7 
7 3 2 3 3 11 
Median·on total 7 Q 3.5 
The raters vary widely in originality, with scores of 0 
to 3. Three raters give scores of 3, two give scores of 1, 
and two give scores of 0. 
A divergence occurs in the ratings of vocabulary, with a 
range from 1 to 3. Four scorers give scores of 1, two give 
2 as a score, and one gives a score of 3. 
Variability from 0 to 3 occurs in the organization 
category. Four raters agree on scores of 3, and the remaining 
three raters give independent scores of 0, 1, and 2 
respectively. 
In elaborative writing the scores range from 1 to 3. 
Three raters give scores of 3, three agree on 2 as a score, 
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and qne gives 1 as a score. 
The median total score is 7 and the semi-interquartile 
range is 3.5 showing considerable variation in both instances 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 9 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 1 
2 0 0 
3 0 0 
4 0 0 
5 1 1 
6 0 1 
7 0 1 
2 2 
11: 1; 
It 1 
3 1 
2 1 
2 1 
3 2 
Median on total 4 
Q 1.5 
5 
2 
2 
4 
5 
4 
6 
In originality there is agreement among the raters with 
one giving a score of 1. 
Four raters give scores of 1~ and three give scores of 
0 in the category vocabulary. 
A wide variance occurs in the organization category~ 
where scores range from 1 to 3~ with three raters giving 
scores of 2~ two giving scores ot 1~ and two giving scores of 
3. 
Elaborative writing shows slight variance with five 
I, 
/ 
---
ij 
I 
raters giving 1 as a score, and two raters giving scores of 2. 
The median total score is 4 showing some variation and 
I the semi-interquartile range is 1.5 showing slight variation. 
I 
I 
I 
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TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 10 
I Rater Elaborative Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
-·--
1 1 1 2 2 6 
2 0 0 1 1 2 
3 0 0 1 1 2 
4 0 0 2 1 3 
5 2 1 3 2 8 
6 0 0 2 1 3 
7 0 1 3 2 6 
Median on total 3· 
Q 2 
-. In the category of originality the scores show a variance 
from 0 to 2. Five of the raters agree on a O~C'rating, one 
rates 1 and one rates 2. 
Vocabulary shows some variance with four raters giving 
scores of 0 and three raters giving scores of 1. 
A wide variance occurs in the organization category with 
three raters giving scores of 2, two raters giving scores of 
3 and two raters giving scores of 1. 
In elaborative writing the scores vary from 2 to 1 with 
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II three raters giving scores of 2 and four giving scores of 1. 
The median total score is 3 and the semi-interquartile 
range is 2 showing some variability among the raters. 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 11 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
II 1 0 0 1 0 1 
I 
I 
I 2 0 0 1 1 2 
3 0 0 0 1 1 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 0 0 1 1 
7 0 0 0 0 0 
Median on total 1 
Q .5 
I 
I Originality~ the first category shows no variability. 
I Vocabulary also shows no variation among the raters. I In organization the majority of the raters do not vary; 
1 however~ two give scores of 1. 
Elaborative writing shows a slight variance with three 
scores of 1 and four scores of 0. 
The median total score is 1 with a semi-interquartile 
I range of .5 showing little variability in over-all score. 
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TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 12 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
2 1 1 2 1 5 
3 0 0 1 0 1 
I 4 1 0 1 1 3 
I 5 3 2 3 2 10 
6 1 1 3 2 7 
7 ~ 0 1 0 1 2 
~ 
Median on total 3 Q 3 
1 Originality shows a variation from 3 to 0. The other 
scores range from 0 to 1. 
Vocabulary shows variation of scores from 0 to 2. Only 
one rater uses the score of 2. 
Organization, the third category, shows variability 
ranging from 3 to 0. 
Elaborative writing scores indicate that raters vary 
from 0 to 2 in this category. 
The median on total is 3 with .the semi-interquartile 
range of 3 whichronws a marked variability. 
I 
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j Elaborative 
Total I Rater 
.!--------------------
' 1 
Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
3 
0 
1 
1 
3 
3 
2 2 
3 2 
2 3 
1 2 
1 2 
2 2 
2 2 
Median on 
2 7 
3 11 
2 7 
1 5 
1 5 
2 9 
3 10 
total 7 
Q 2.5 
I 
Originality shows a wide range of variation with three 
scores of 3, three scores of 1 and one score of 0. 
I An inspection of vocabulary shows a majority of the 
I scores at 2 with one rater giving the composition 3, and 2 
j other raters giving a score of 1. 
II Variance of scores is very slight in organization with 
I all except 1 rater giving a score of 2. One rater varies 
i slightly by rating it 3. I, The median on total is 7 with a semi-interquartile range 
I of 2.5 showing some variability. 
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TABLE XIV 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 14 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
3 
0 
1 
0 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
Median on total 7 
Q 2.5 
7 
10 
5 
6 
3 
8 
10 
Variation in the first category, originality, is wide 
with a range of scores from 3 to 0. The majority of raters 
give the score of 3, but two raters give a score of 1. 
Vocabulary ratings show a majority of scores at 2, with 
two scores of o. 
All scores on organization are either 2 or 1, with 6 
raters agreeing with the score of 2. 
On elaborative writing the majority of the scores fall at 
2 or 3 with one rater giving the composition a score of 1. 
The median on· the total score is 7. The semi-
interquartile range is 2.5 showing considerable variance. 
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T.ABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 15 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 2 3 3 3 11 
2 3 3 2 3 11 
3 3 2 3 3 11 
4 3 2 3 3 11 
5 3 3 3 3 12 
6 3 2 3 3 11 
7 3 3 3 3 12 
Median on total 11 
Q .5 
Originality shows only one varying score of 2 with all 
other raters giving the score of 3. 
Scores on vocabulary are all 2 or 3, with four scores of 
3. 
Organization evidences negligible variance with six scores 
at 3 and one score at 2. 
Every rater gives a score of 3 in elaborative writing. 
With a median on total of 11, and a semi-interquartile 
range of .5, there is very slight variance in overall scoring. 
I 
I 
Four raters give 0 for score in originality. Other 
raters range from scores of 3 to 1. 
Vocabulary scores include five ratings of 2 with two 
scores of 1. 
On inspection_, organization presents:four scores of 3 
with two scores of 1 and one score of 2. 
Elaborative writing shows scores ranging from 3 to 1 
with a majority of scores at 2. 
Seven is the median on total. The semi-~nherquartile 
of 1 shows slight variability of ratings. 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 17 ,, 
II 
I 
1 Rater 
Elaborative 
Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
4 
9 
7 
7 
5 
5 
4 
II 
I 
Median on total 5 
Q 1.5 
The greatest consistency in scoring is found in the 
category of originality where each rater gives a score of 0 
with the exception of one who gives 3. 
Elaborative writing shows a high consistency with six 
raters giving a score of 2 and the seventh scoring 3. 
High consistency is shown in vocabulary scores, also, 
where five rate 1 and two rate 2. 
The greatest variability is to be found in organization 
· with three scores of 2, two scores of 3 and two scores of 1. 
The median total score for the seven raters is 5 with a 
semi-interquartile range of 1.5 showing slight variability. 
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TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 18 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 2 2 4 
2 0 1 1 1 3 
3 0 2 3 2 7 
4 0 1 3 2 6 
5 3 2 3 3 11 
6 0 2 2 3 
7 0 2 3 2 
Median on total 7 
Q 2 
A high consistency in the category of vocabulary is 
indicated by six ratings of 0 and one of 3. 
The range in vocabulary is from 0 to 2 showing some 
variation. Four raters give 2~ two raters give 1, and one 
rater gives 0. 
7 
8 
A range of 3 to 1 occurs in the ratings of organization 
where four give 3, two give 2, and one gives 1. 
Some variation is shown in the category of elaborative 
writing with scores ranging from 3 to 1. Four scorers rate 
2, two scorers rate 3 and one scorer rates 1. 
The median total score is 7 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2 showing some variation. 
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TABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 19 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 1 1 2 2 6 
2 0 1 2 2 5 
3 0 2 3 2 7 
4 0 1 3 2 6 
5 2 2 3 3 10 
6 0 2 2 2 6 
7 2 2 3 3 10 
Median on total 6 
Q 2 
The scores in originality range from 0 to 2 showing 
some variation. Four scores rate 0, two scorers rate 2, 
and one rates 0. 
Vocabulary shows a slight variation in scores with a 
range from 1 to 2. Four scorers give a rating of 2 and 
three scorers give a rating 1. 
Slight variation is seen in organization where there is 
a range of 2 to 3. There are four scores of 3 and three 
scores of 2. 
Elaborative writing shows a variance in scores from 2 
to 3. Five scorers rate 3 and two scorers rate 2. 
The median total score is 6 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2 showing some variation. 
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TABLE XX 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 20 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 1 1 2 
2 0 1 2 2 5 
3 0 2 3 2 7 
4 0 0 2 1 3 
5 1 2 2 2 7 
6 0 0 1 1 2 
7 2 1 1 2 6 
Median on total 5 
Q 2.5 
A consistency among five raters giving a score of 0 in 
originality shows slight variation. One scorer rates 1 and 
one rates 2. 
Scores in vocabulary range from 0 to 2 showing some 
variation. Three scorers rate 0, two scorers rate 2 and 
two scorers rate 0. 
Three scores of 2~ three scores of 1, and one score of 
3 shows grect.;variation in organization. 
Scores in elaborative writing show a slight range from 
1 to 2. Four scorers rate 2 and three scorers rate 1. 
The total median is 5. The semi-interquartile score is 
2.5 which shows some v~riation. 
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TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 21 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 2 1 3 
2 0 3 2 2 7 
3 0 1 2 2 5 
4 0 0 3 2 5 
5 0 2 0 0 2 
6 0 1 2 1 4 
7 2 1 2 2 7 
Median on total 5 
Q 2 
Six raters assign a value of 0 to originality. The one 
rater who deviates assigned a value of 2. 
The ratings on vocabulary range from 0 ~o 3 with a modal 
score of 1. 
The ratings on organization vary from 0 to 3 with a 
modal rating of 2. 
On elaborative writing the score ranges from 0 to 2 with 
a modal score of 2. 
The median on the total score is 5 with a semi-inter-
quartile range of 2. 
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TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 22 I 
II 
I Rater Elaborative Originality Vocabulary Organization Writthng Total 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
1 
0 
1 1 
0 2 
1 1 
2 2 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
Median on total 3 
Q 1 
Originality has the least variability ·in rating. Six 
people score the composition at 0, and one scores it at 1. 
2 
2 
2 
4 
7 
3 
4 
Vocabulary ratings range from 0 to 2. Five scorers rate 
the composition at 0 while one scorer rates it at 2 and the 
other rates it at 1. 
In organization the ratings range from 0 to 2, with the 
majority of ratings at 2 or 1. Only one rater uses the score 
of o. 
In elaborative writing the ratings are all 2 or 1. 
The median total score is 3 with a semi-interquart1le 
range of 1 showing slight variability in over-all score. 
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TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 23 
In elaborative writing~. four people score the composition 
I at 3 and three score it at 2. 
The median total score is 9 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 1.5 showing slight variability in over-all score. 
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Rater 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 24 
Elaborative 
Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing 
0 1 
3 2 
3 2 
2 2 
1 1 
3 2 
3 2 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
2 2 
3 3 
3 3 
Median on total 10 
Q 2.5 
The first category, originality, shows the greatest 
variability, although the majority of raters give the 
composition a value of 3. 
Total 
5 
9 
11 
10 
6 
11 
11 
In vocabulary,.the ratings are 2 or 1 with five scorers 
placing the value at 2. 
In organization, four scorers rate 3 and three scorers 
rate 2. 
The fourth cat~gory, elaborative writing, again shows 
a variability of one with four scorers placing the value at 
3 and three scorers placing the value at 2. 
The median total score is 10 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2.5 showing some variability in over-all score. 
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T .ABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 25 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 1 1 2 
3 0 0 1 1 2 
4 0 0 2 1 3 
5 0 1 1 0 2 
6 0 1 2 1 4 
7 0 0 2 1 3 
Median on total 2 
Q .5 
The first category~ originality~ shows no variation of 
scores. 
In the categories of vocabulary~ organization and 
elaborative writing~ only two values are assigned~ with 
a variation of one point in each category. 
The median total score i~ 2 with a semi-interquartile 
range of .5 indicating that there is slight variation among 
the raters. 
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TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 26 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 2 -2 3 3 10 
2 0 2 1 1 4 
3 0 2 1 2 5 
4 2 1 2 1 6 
5 2 2 1 1 6 
6 2 2 2 2 8 
7 3 2 2 3 10 
Median on total 6 
Q 2.5 
In the rating on originality, the scores vary from 0 to 
3, with a majority rating a value of 2. 
Vocabulary shows the least variation of scores., ranging 
from 1 to 2. 
Organization and elaborati~e writing are rated values 
of from 1 to 3. 
The median for the total score is 6 with a semi-
interquartile range of 2.5 which indicates that the total 
scores do not vary widely. 
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TABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 27 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 2 2 4 
2 3 1 2 1 7 
3 0 1 1 0 2 
4 3 1 3 3 10 
5 3 3 3 3 12 
6 3 1 1 1 6 
7 3 1 3 3 10 
Median on total 7 
Q 3 
Only the two values of 0 and 3 are assigned in the 
category of originality. Five raters use the 3 valueJ two 
use 0. 
Vocabulary has a variation of from 0 to 3. Five raters 
assign a value of 1 3 one uses 3 and.the ot~ 0. 
The variation of scores in organization ranges from 1 
to 3. The scores are fairly evenly distributed. 
Elaborative writing has a variation of 3 points with a 
modal score of 3. 
The median total score is 7. The semi-interquartile 
range of 3 indicates considerable variability in scoring. 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 28 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 2 2 3 3 10 
2 1 2 2 2 7 
3 1 3 3 3 10 
4 2 2 3 2 9 
5 3 3 3 3 12 
6 0 3 3 2 8 
7 3 3 3 3 12 
Median on total 10 
Q 2 
The category organization shows the greatest consistency 
with six rating a score of 3 and one rating a score of 2. 
Elaborative writing shows only a slight variability with 
four rating it 3 and three rating it 2. 
Vocabulary ratings vary from 2 to 3, with four giving a 
1 score of 3 and three giving a score of 2. 
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On originality the ratings vary from 0 to 3, with the 
majority rating 1 and 2, and only one rating it 0. 
The median total score is 10 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2 showing some variability in the over-all score. 
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TABLE XXIX 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 29 
Elaborative 
·Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 1 1 
2 0 1 0 0 
3 0 1 1 1 
4 0 0 1 1 
5 2 2 3 2 
6 0 1 1 1 
7 0 0 2 1 
Median on total 3 
Q 
.5 
An inspection of the ratings of originality shows a 
variation of 0 to 2. Only one rater assigns a score of 2 
while six give a score of o. 
2 
1 
3 
2 
9 
3 
3 
Vocabulary ratings show a variation of 0 to 2 with the 
majority scoring 0 and 1 and only one rating a score of 2. 
Organization shows a variation of 0 to 3, with the 
majority rating 1. 
Elaborative writing shows a variation of 0 to 2, with 
five rating a score of 1; one giving a score of 0, and one 
giving a score of 2. 
The median total score is 3 and the semi-interquartile 
range is .5 showing a slight variability on the over-all 
scores. 
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TABLE XXX 
COMPARISONS OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 30 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 1 1 2 2 6 
2 1 1 2 2 6 
3 0 1 1 1 3 
4 3 1 1 1 6 
5 3 2 3 3 11 
6 0 2 3 2 7 
7 3 2 2 2 9 
Median on total 6 
Q 1.5 
An inspection of the scores under originality shows a 
variation from 0 to 3. 
Vocabulary scores range from 1 to 2 with a modal score 
of 1. 
Organization scores range from 1 to 3 with a modal 
score of 2. This is true also of elaborative writing. 
The median on the total score is 6 with a semi-
interquartile range of 1.5 showing some variability in 
scoring. 
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After analyzing the scores on the thirty compositions} 
the writers revised the scale. (See Scale III -Final Scale 
in the Appendix). Fourteen more compositions were each 
rated by seven people using the new scale. 
TABLE XXXI 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 31 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 1 2 3 2 8 
2 3 1 2 2 8 
3 1 1 3 2 7 
4 0 1 3 3 7 
5 1 2 2 2 7 
6 2 2 3 2 9 
7 1 0 0 2 3 
Median on total 7 
Q .5 
An inspection of the ratings under originality shows that 
the scores vary from 0 to 3 although the majority of the 
ratings are 1 and 2. 
Vocabulary ratings range from 0 to 2 with all but one 
rater placing the score at 1 or 2. 
In organization the ratings are all 2 or 3 with the 
exception of one score which is 0. 
Elaborative thinking has the least variability in rating. 
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Six people score the composition at 2, and one scores it at 
The median total score is 7 with a semi-interquartile 
range o~ .5 showing little variability in over-all score. 
Rater 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
TABLE XXXII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 32 
Originality Vocabulary Organization 
Elaborative 
Writing 
0 0 2 1 
0 0 2 1 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 2 1 
0 1 2 1 
0 1 2 1 
Median on total 3 
Q 1 
All raters give a value of 0 on originality. 
Total 
3 
3 
2 
1 
4 
4 
4 
Vocabulary shows a variance of only 1 point with a modal 
;I 
j score of 0. 
I 
1, 
In organization six people give a rating of 2 but one 
person assigns a score of 0. 
Elaborative writing shows little variability with six 
! / raters assigning a value of 1 and one rater using o. 
I 
The median on the total score is 3 with a semi-inter- · 
quartile range of 1 showing little variability in rating. 
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TABLE XXXIII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 33 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 1 2 
2 0 1 
3 0 1 
4 1 2 
5 0 1 
6 1 1 
7 0 1 
3 1 
3 1 
2 1 
3 2 
2 0 
2 1 
2 1 
Median on total 5 
Q 1.5 
7 
5 
4 
7 
3 
5 
4 
In the rating on originality only two values are 
assignedJ 0 and 1. The same variability is apparent in the 
ratings of vocabulary and organization with only one point of 
I· difference between the two scores assigned. 
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The scores on elaborative writing vary from 0 to 2. 
Five people assign a value of 1. One rater uses OJ the other 
2. 
The median for the total score is 5 with a semi-
interquartile range of 1.5 indicating the total scores do not 
vary widely. 
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TABLE XXXIV 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 34 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 1 3 1 
2 1 2 2 1 
_, ' 
3 2 2 1 2 
4 4 2 2 2 2 
5 2 2 2 1 
6 1 1 3 1 
7 1 2 3 2 
Median on total 7 
Q 1 
Originality shows a variability of two points ranging 
from 0 to 2 with a modal score of 2. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
7 
6 
8 
On vocabulary the ratings are very close with a range of 
only one point between ratings. Five ratings fall at 2. 
Organization again shows 2 points of difference between 
scores, three raters assigning a value of 3, three a value 
of 2 and one a value of 1. 
Elaborative thinking shows only two scores; four raters 
assigning a value of 1 and three raters using 2. 
The median total score is 7 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 1, indicating slight variability in over-all scoring. 
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TABLE XXXV 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 35 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 1 1 2 
2 0 0 2 1 3 
3 0 0 2 1 3 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 2 1 3 
6 0 0 1 0 1 
"' 
7 0 0 1 1 2 
Median on total 2 
Q 1 
The categories of originality and vocabulary are rated 
0 by all seven raters. 
Organization shows a difference of two points of score 
ranging from 0 to 2. 
In elaborative writing the variation is from 0 to 1 
with five raters using the value of 1. 
The median total score is 2 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 1 indicating only slight variability in the .over-all 
score. 
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Rater 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
TABLE XXXVI 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION ~6 
Originality Vocabulary 
1 1 
2 2 
3 2 
2 3 
3 2 
2 2 
1 2 
Elaborative 
Organization Writing 
1 1 
3 2 
3 2 
3 3 
3 2 
3 2 
2 1 
Median on total 9 
Q 2 
Total 
4 
9 
10 
11 
10 
9 
6 
The first category, originality, shows the greatest 
variability in ratings ranging from 1 to 3. Two raters give 
a score of 1; two give a score of 3, and three give a score 
of 2. 
Vocabulary ratings appear to show a variability of 1 to 
3, but five scorers give a rating of 2. 
There appears to be a spread of ratings from 1 to 3 in 
organization, but five scorers give a score of 3 in this 
category. 
Elaborative writing shows the greatest variability from 
1 to 2 with four giving a rate of 2, twq giving a rate of 1 
and only one giving a rate of 3. 
II 
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The median total score is 9 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 2 showing some variability in the total scores. 
TABLE XXXVII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 37 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 1 1 3 3 
2 2 2 3 3 
3 1 2 3 2 
4 3 1 3 3 
5 0 1 3 1 
6 1 1 3 2 
7 0 0 3 1 
Median on total e 
Q 2.5 
The ratings on originality range from 0 to 3 with a 
modal score or 1. 
Vocabulary ratings spread from 0 to 2 with a modal 
rating of 1. 
All ratings on organization are placed at 3. 
In elaborative writing the ratings range from 1 to 3 
with a modal score of 3. 
The median on the total scores is e. The semi-
8 
10 
8 
10 
5 
7 
4 
interquartile range of 2.5 shows some variability among the 
raters. 
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TABLE XXXVIII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 38 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 1 1 1 
2 1 0 1 0 
3 2 1 2 2 
4 0 1 0 1 
5 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 2 1 
7 1 1 0 1 
Median on total 3 
Q 1 
The raters are most consistent on the category of 
vocabulary with six people assigning a value of 0 and only 
one using o. 
3 
2 
7 
2 
4 
5 
3 
The ratings on originality vary from 0 to 2. The modal 
score is 1. 
The ratings on organization vary from 0 to 2 and are 
rather evenly distributed. 
The ratings on elaborative writing also vary from 0 to 2. 
The modal score is 1. 
The median total score is 3 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 1 indicating only slight variability among the 
raters. 
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TABLE XXXIX 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 39 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 2 1 
2 1 0 3 0 
3 1 2 3 2 
4 0 0 1 1 
5 1 0 3 1 
6 1 1 3 1 
7 0 0 3 0 
Median on total 4 
Q 1.5 
The ratings on originality range from 0 to 1 with a 
modal score of 1. 
The ratings on vocabulary spread from 0 to 2 but five 
of the raters place the score at 0. 
3 
4 
8 
2 
5. 
6 
3 
The raters are equally consistent on organization. Five 
rate the category with a score of 3. 
The ratings on elaborative writingwary from 0 to 2 with 
a modal score of 1. 
The median· on the total score is 4 with a semi-
interquartile range of 1.5 showing only slight variat&~n 
among the ratings. 
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TABLE XL 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 40 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 1 
1 1 
1 2 
0 1 
1 1 
0 1 
1 2 
0 1 
3 2 
2 ·1 
0 0 
2 1 
1 1 
1 1 
Median on total 5 
Q 2 
In originality the scores are all 0 or 1. 
In vocabulary the ratings are all 2 or 1~ with five 
raters placing the score at 1. 
In organization the raters vary from 0 to 3 and the 
grades were fairly even in ~istribution. 
The grades on elaborative writing varied from 0 to 2 
with a modal score of 1. 
The median on the total scores is 5. The semi-
2 
7 
6 
1 
5 
3 
5 
interquartile range of 2 shows some variability in scoring. 
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TABLE XLI 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 41 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 1 0 1 
3 1 2 0 1 4 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 1 0 1 
6 0 0 1 0 1 
7 0 0 0 0 0 
Median on total 1 
Q .5 
The scores on originality and elaborative writing show 
that five raters assigned a value of 0 to each category with 
the same rater showing a slight variation by assigning a 
score of 1. 
Vocabulary has a score of 0 by six rate~s; only one of 
the raters assigning 2. 
In organization only two scores are assigned, 0 and 1. 
The modal score is 0. 
-The median on the total score is 1, with a semi-
interquartile range of .5. The variability in scoring is 
very slight. 
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'fABLE XLII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 42 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 1 1 1 3 
2 1 0 2 3 6 
3 0 1 1 1 3 
4 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 1 2 1 4 
6 1 0 1 1 3 
7 1 1 1 1 4 
Median on total 3 
Q .5 
Inspection of the table indicates the ratings are very 
close throughout. 
Originality ratings vary from 0 to 1. The modal score 
is 0. 
Vocabulary ratings range from 0 to 1. The modal score 
is 1. 
Organization scores range from 0 to 2. The modal score 
is 1. 
I! Elaborative writing scores range from 0 to 3. The 
modal score is 1. 
The median total score is 3 with a semi-interquartile 
range of .5 indicating only slight variability among raters. 
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T.ABLE XLIII 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 43 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organizatd:.on Writing Total 
1 1 2 3 2 8 
2 0 1 3 2 6 
3 1 2 3 2 8 
4 1 1 3 2 7 
5 1 1 3 2 7 
6 1 2 3 1 7 
7 0 1 3 1 5 
Median on total 7 
Q 1 
Originality shows little variation among raters with a 
modal score of 1. 
Vocabulary also shows only one point of variation with 
a modal score of 1. 
There is no variation at all in the rating of organizatko 
Elaborative writing shows a variation of one point of 
score with a modal rating of 2. 
The median total score is 7 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 1 indicating slight variability in over-all score. 
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TABLE XLIV 
COMPARISON OF SEVEN RATINGS - COMPOSITION 44 
Elaborative 
Rater Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total 
1 0 1 2 1 
2 1 1 3 2 
3 2 2 2 1 
4 0 1 0 0 
5 1 2 3 2 
6 1 2 2 1 
7 1 2 3. 1 
Median on total 7 
Q 1.5 
On originality the ratings vary from 0 to 2 with a 
modal score of 1. 
4 
7 
7 
1 
8 
6 
7 
The variation of vocabulary ratings is only one point. 
The modal score is 2. 
In rating organization the raters vary from 0 to 3. 
The scores on elaborative writing vary from 0 to 2 
with a modal score of 1. 
The median total score is 7 with a semi-interquartile 
range of 1.5 showing slight variability in the total ratings. 
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It was felt that the scale should be used by people 
who had not concentrated on its construction. Thirty-seven 
people enrolled in a class in the University were given the 
same composition and a copy of the scale. Each used the 
scale to rate the compo_sition. The following table shows 
the variability among the thirty-seven. different raters. 
TABLE XLV 
COMPARISON OF 37 RATINGS ON ONE COMPOSITION 
Elaborative 
Originality Vocabulary Organization Writing Total Score 
No. Rating No. Rating .. No. Rating No. Rating No. Rating 
26 3 27 3 28 3 31 3 17 12 
10 2 9 2 7 2 4 2 8 11 
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 8 10 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 (..8 
1 7 
1 5 
Md. 1 Md. 3 Md. 3 Md. 3 Md. 11 
Q, .5 Q .5 Q .5 Q 0 Q 1 
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CHAPTER V 
SUivll'-'IARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this study to construct an 
objective scale to evaluate creative 1"'riting. 
The writers feel that the following information is 
pertinent. 
Research indicated theGe conclusions: 
1. That a creative writing scale could fill a useful 
purpose. 
2. That these four categories, Originality, Vocabulary, 
Organization and Elaborative Writing were important qualities 
in creative ~riting. 
In building the scale it v-ms found that: 
1. A great deal of time and deliberation were necessary 
to find terms that were clear and suitable for defining the 
categories. 
·- 2. No matter how carefully the categories were worded, 
the terms still allowed for some subjective judgments. For 
example, What is an original idea? or, Is this or is it not 
a relevant idea? 
Use of the scale indicated the following conclusions: 
1. After the first use of the scale the semi-
interquartile range for thirty compositions was from .5 to 
3.5. Use of the revised scale on fourteen compositions 
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showed an interquartile range from .5 to 2.5. This indicated 
less variability in semi-interquartile range when the revised 
scale was used. 
2. After the first use of the scale on thirty com-
positions, the following percentages of scores fell between 
.5 and 3.5 semi-interquartile range: 
40.0% fell between .5 and 1.5 
30.0%: fell at 2 
20.0% fell at 2.5 
6.7% fell at 3 
3.3% fell at 3.5 
After use of the revised scale on fourteen compositions the 
following percentages of scores fell between .5 and 2.5 
semi-i~terquartile range: 
78.5% fell between .5 and 1.5 
14.3% fell at 2 
7.2% fell. at 2.5 
It should be noted that a higher percentage of scores fell 
betweep .5 and 1.5 semi-interquartile range with use of the 
revised scale. Thts indicated that the ratings with the 
revised sca,le were more nearly alike. 
3. Variances even at the last use of the scale were 
great enough so that pure objectivity of the instrument is 
without proof. 
'4. The raters, as teachers, were definitely more 
analytical in creative writing evaluation because the scale 
forced,them to evaluate particular qualities and not 
general merit. 
......... 5. Even though the statistical evidence shows the scale 
I ,, 
lacks complete objectivity for research purposes, the 
teachers who became familar with the scale through constant 
personal use found that it helped in the evaluation of 
creative writing by focusing attention on.definite qualities 
~and thereby was a useful diagnostic tool. 
6. Organization seemed to be the quality of creative 
writing which had the highest scores on the largest number 
of compositions. 
7. Originality was the quality which was the most 
difficult to score with the scale. 
8. Organization and vocabula;ry were the qualities 
which were the easiest to score with the scale. 
9. The scale was not too time-consuming to be of 
practical value. Rather, once a teacher was able to use the 
scale she could make quicker and more reliable judgments. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The following suggestions are offered by the writers 
for further research: 
1. Wider use of the scale by a larger number of 
teachers. 
2. Use of the scale by people thoroughly familiar with 
it for measuring results from experimental and control groups 
in research. 
3. Further revision and refinement of the scale to try 
to increase its objectivity. 
4. Comparison of this scale with other existing 
creative writing measures. 
5. Use of the scale by teachers and pupils together to 
clarify markings. 
6. Trial of the scale with junior high or high school 
pupils in self-evaluation, to determine if pupils' corn-
positions would improve because of a better understanding of 
the goals of creative writing. 
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SCALE I 
Originality 
Definition: An original composition contains unusual 
thoughts and/or unique ~rrangements of ordinary words to 
give freshness to a common idea. 
3 Unique idea or words so arranged throughout to produce 
an unusual effect; different, unexpected idea; individual 
~ 
way or expressing ordinary thoughts; new way of telling 
something; unusual placement of words; fresh interpretation 
of same old idea by unusual play on words or word order. 
2 Frequent use of words arranged so as to produce an 
unusual effect. 
1 Occasional use of words arranged so as to produce an 
unusual effect. 
0 Conventional ideas and/or commonplace word patterns. 
II 
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SCALE I 
Vocabulary 
Definition: Use of words to express a particular thought 
or idea. 
3 Consistently uses a variety of clear, precise, viMid 
words; uses synonyms and antonyms to enhance word pictures; 
each action is clearly shown by use of word pictures; has 
colorful, picturesque, effective similies and metaphors; 
correct use of words; unusually descriptive words; words that 
appeal to the senses; has choice selective words to develop 
shades of meaning. 
2 Child uses words that are adequately descriptive, but 
composition lacks an overall excellence in word choices; 
sporadic use of vivid words or phrases; some variety. 
1 Child uses some appropriate words, but composition lacks 
variety of word choices; very few descriptive or picture 
words; common overworked similies and/or metaphors; words 
that produce vague, inaccurate or confusing impressions. 
0 Uses commonplace words without variety; trite, 
ineffective, dull words which are monotonous or lack variety; 
confused word meanings. 
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SCALE I 
Organization 
Definition: Organization is the sequential organization 
of ideas. 
3 Composition has continuity and logicalJ clear arrangement 
of relevant thoughts; no irrelevant details; uses details for 
clarity; build-up of ideas exactly suitable to express mood 
of story; main ideas fully expressed; all minor ideas support 
major idea. 
2 Composition states main idea but lacks continuity and 
logical clear arrangement of relevant thogghts; no irrelevant 
ideas but some ideas. out of order; not consistent in building 
up of ideas that express mood created; main ideas fully 
expressed; some minor ideas poorly arranged. 
1 Main idea is suggested but contains irrelevant ideas; 
relevant ideas poorly developed and illogically arranged; few 
details used for clarity; jumbled arrangement of thoughts 
detracts from mood; important elements of composi~n placed 
where they are least effective. 
0 Cornposi~n creates overall impression of disorder; 
illogical sequence; disorganized) needless digression; 
irrelevant material more prominent. than topic; minor ideas 
dwarfing major ideas. 
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SCALE I 
Elaborative Writing 
Definition: Elaborative writing is that form of fluent 
expression which summons a variety of appropriate~ related 
thoughts. 
3 Ideas follow one after the other easily, naturally and 
appropriately; clearness of expression or clarity in 
supporting details; detail ideas are colorful, full of life, 
unrestrained; imaginative or experiential material shows 
author 1 s complete understanding and grasp, and is rich in 
feeling and wide in scope. 
2 Ideas are clear and appropriate, but details are sparse; 
ideas are appropriate. 
1 Ideas.· are stilted or restrained; ideas are jumbled and 
unclear; appropriate details combined with inappropriate ones. 
0 Dearth of detail; forced, inappropriate ideas; barrenness 
of expression; no detail at all. 
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SCALE II 
Originality 
Definition: An original composition contains unusual 
thoughts and/or unique arrangements of ordinary words to give 
freshness to a common idea. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
unique ideas or words so arranged throughout to produce 
an unusual effect; different" unexpected ideas or 
individual ways of expressing ordinary thoughts; new 
ways of telling something; unusual placement of words; 
fresh interpretation of an old idea by unusual playon 
words or word order. 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
frequent use of words arranged so as to produce an 
unusual effect. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
occasional use of words arranged so as to produce an 
unusual effect. 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
conventional. ideas; commonwlace word patterns. 
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SCALE II 
Vocabulary 
Definition: Use of words to express a particular 
thought or idea. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
a variety of clear~ precise words; unusually descriptive 
and vivid words; words that appeal to the senses; choice 
selective words which develop shades of meaning; actions 
I 
clearly shown by use of specific words; synonyms and 
antonyms which enhance word pictures; colorful, 
picturesque, effective similes and/or metaphors. 
Rate· 2 if the composition contains the following: 
words that are adequately descriptive but lack over-all 
excellence; sporadic use of vivid words or phrases; 
some good similes and/or metaphors. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
some appropriate words; little variety of word choice; 
very few descriptive or picture words; common over-
worked similes and/or metaphors; words that produce 
vague, inaccurate or confusing impressions. 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
only commonplace words without variety; trite in-
effective, dull words which are monotonous; confused 
word meanings. 
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SCALE II 
Organization 
Definition: Organization is the sequential arrangement 
of ideas. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
continuity and logical clear arrangement of relevant 
thoughts; no irrelevant details; build-up of ideas 
exactly suitable to express mood of story; main idea 
fully expressed; all minor ideas supporting major idea. 
Rate 2 .if the compositionoontains the following: 
main idea clearly stated, but relevant thoughts lack con-
tinuity and logical, clear arrangement; no irrelevant 
ideas, but some ideas out of order; no consistency in 
build-up of ideas that express mood created; main idea 
fully expressed; some minor ideas poorly arranged. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
a main idea with some irrelevant ideas; relevant ideas 
poorly developed and illogically arranged; jumbled ar-
rangement of thoughts which detracts from mood;important 
·elements of composition placed where they are least 
effective. 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
overall impression of disorder; illogical sequence of 
ideas; disorganized, needlesss digression; irrelevant 
material more prominent than topic; minor ideas dwarfing 
major ideas. 
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SCALE II 
Elaborative Writing 
Definition: Elaborative writing is an abundance of 
ideas fluently expressed. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
a wealth of ideas which have depth~ scope and feeling; 
full treatment of the subject through ample~ un-
restrained details which give clarity and color; 
associated ideas follow each other easily and naturally. 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
ideas which are clear but lack color and imagination; 
incomplete treatment of subject due to inadequate 
details. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
ideas which are stilted and restrained; jumbled and 
disassociated thoughts; dearth of details which 
prevents clarity of meaning. 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
ideas suggested but never fully carried out; no details; 
bareness of expression; confused impressions. 
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SCALE FOR EVALUATION OF CREATIVE WRITING 
Manual of Directions for Final Scale 
. . 
For· ease· and facility in using this scale the teacher 
should be thoroughly familiar with the definitions of each 
of the four categories - Originality, Vocabulary, Organization 
and Elaborative Writing, and the descriptive phrases for 
each of the sub-categories. 
Each one of the four categories is divided into four 
sub-categories. Each sub-category represents a numerical 
value; the values range from 3 to 0. The underlined words in 
a· sub-category state the qualities tha~-must be present for a 
composition to merit the corresponding value. The descriptive 
phrases which follow help to define the underlined words. 
Procedure for scoring: 
1. Be thoroughly familiar with the scale. 
2~. Read the composition. 
3. Refer to the first category - Originality. 
a. Read the definition. 
b. Read the underlined words in ~ach sub-category. 
c. Refer to descriptive phrases for clarification. 
d. Select the sub-category that best describes the 
composition. 
e. Score the composition with the corresponding 
numerical value. 
,:131. 
4. Use the above procedure for each of the other 
categories. 
5. Tally the four scores to obtain your total. Twelve 
represents the maximum score; zero represents the 
minimum score. 
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SCALE III - FINAL SCALE 
Originality 
Definition: An original composition contains unusual 
thoughts and/or unfque arrangements of ordinary words to 
give freshness to a common idea. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
unique different or unexpected ideas or words arranged 
throughout to produce an unusual effect. 
individual interpretations of ordinary thoughts 
new ways of telling something 
unusual placement of words 
fresh interpretation of an old idea by unusual play 
on words or word order 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
frequent use of original ideas or frequent use of words 
arranged so as to produce an unusual effect. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
occasional use of original ideas; or occasional use of 
words arranged so as to produce an unusual effect. 
Rate 0 ir the composition contains the following: 
conventional ideas; commonplace word patterns. 
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SCALE III - FINAL SCALE 
Vocabulary 
Definition: Use of words to express a particular thought 
or 
or idea. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
a variety ·.of clear, precise words and unusually 
descriptive and vivid words. 
words that appeal to the senses 
choice selective words which develop shades of 
meaning 
actions clearly shown by use of specific words 
synonyms and antonyms which enhance word pictures 
colorful, picturesque, effective similes and/or 
metaphors 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
words that are adequately descriptive but lack overall 
excellence. 
sporadic use of vivid words or phrases 
some good similes and/or metaphors 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
'I 
some appropriate words with little variety of word chofuca 
very few descriptive or picture words 
common overwo~ked s1miles and/or metaphors 
words that produce vague impressions 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
only commonplace words without variety. 
trite, ineffective, dull words which are monotonous 
ij 
• 
SCALE III - FINAL SCALE 
Organization 
Definition: Organization is the sequential arrangement of 
~":1 
ideas. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
continuity and logical clear arrangement of relevant 
thoughts. 
no irrelevant details 
build-up of ideas exactly suitable to express mood 
of story 
main idea fully expressed 
.. 
all minor ideas supporting major idea 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
main idea clearly stated1 but relevant thoughts lack 
continuity and logical clear arrangement. 
no irrelevant ideas 
no consistency in build-up of ideas that express 
mood created 
main idea fully expressed 
some minor ideas poorly arranged 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
a main idea with some irrelevant ideas. 
relevant ideas poorly developed and illogically 
arranged 
jumbled arrangement of thoughts which detract from 
mood 
important elements of composition placed where they 
are least effective 
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Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
overall impression of disorder because of illogical 
sequence of ideas. 
disorganized~ needless digression 
irrelevant material more prominent than topic 
minor ideas dwarfing major ideas 
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SCALE III - FINAL SCALE 
Elaborative Writing 
Definition: Elaborative writing is an abundance of 
appropriately related ideas fluently expressed. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the following: 
a wealth of ideas which have depth~ scope~ and feeling. 
full treatment of the subject through ample, 
unrestrained details which give clarity and color 
associated ideas which are fully developed and 
follow each other easily and naturally 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following: 
ideas which are clear and ~low smoothly but lack full 
development because of incomplete treatment of the 
subject. 
Rate 1 if the composition contains the following: 
limited ideas or stilted and restrained ideas which 
prevent continuity~ smooth relationships and 
associations. 
inadequate details 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the following: 
ideas suggested but never carried out. 
no details 
barrenness of expression 
confused impressions 
jumbled and disassociated thoughts 
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